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15
Eastern Inﬂuences

The tree that brushes the heavens grew from the tiniest sprout. The most
elegant pagoda, nine stories high, rose from a small pile of earth. The
journey of a thousand miles began with but a single step.
— Lao Tzu

I

s there any point in studying Eastern thinkers, some of whom lived more than
two thousand years ago? Can they possibly have anything to say to us?
The answer is yes, for the foreign enlightens the domestic in more than wine
and cheeses. As the German poet Hölderlin suggested, we never understand our
home until we have left it. The philosophy of another civilization provides a new
vantage point from which to view our own thought; it offers us a different perspective, one from which we may reconsider and reevaluate what is important to
us in our own philosophy. Besides, it is a potential source of fresh ideas and new
concepts.
The study of ancient Eastern philosophers is, of course, more than a journey
in distance. It is a travel back in time to periods in the history of thought that
have left messages of perhaps telling importance to us today. For many of the Westerners who have studied it, the philosophy of ancient Eastern thinkers has offered
secure guidance to the full and contented life.
In this chapter we will consider Hinduism and Buddhism in India; Taoism,
Confucianism, and Ch’an Buddhism in China; as well as Zen Buddhism and the
Samurai tradition in Japan. No effort will be made to present the history of these
important traditions or to trace their evolution over the centuries. Our intent is
merely to introduce these philosophies and their most important thinkers. Islamic
philosophy, too, is given a brief overview in the box by that name on page 500.
Eastern philosophy and Eastern religions are closely intertwined. Both Confucianism and Taoism took on the trappings of religion, with priests, rituals, and
moral codes. Some forms of Taoism also were inﬂuenced by Chinese popular religions and superstitions. Today in Taiwan, for example, there are six levels of Tao-
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ism, including two kinds of Taoist priests, the red and the black. Only the highest
level reﬂects the Taoist philosophy in its purest form, free from religious and superstitious add-ons.
Buddhism in China was inﬂuenced not only by Confucianism and Taoism but
by popular religions as well. In India, a similar interaction took place among the ancient Buddhist writings and various religious belief systems and practices.

HINDUISM
The long history of Indian philosophy has given rise to two main schools of
thought, Hinduism and Buddhism. Hinduism, for example, contains both monism
and dualism. Both also have had a long list of great thinkers, such as Nagarjuna (on
the foundations of Buddhism). But this text must limit itself to a brief sketch of
these traditional movements. Hinduism, from the Urdu word for India, Hind, is
the Western term for the religious beliefs and practices of the majority of the Indian people.
The origins of Hinduism stretch back into the unknown past. Unlike other religions, it had no founder, and there is no single religious body to judge orthodoxy.
In fact, Hinduism does not even contain a uniﬁed set of doctrines — or, to the extent it does, they are given diversiﬁed interpretations. All of this makes it difﬁcult
to talk about Hinduism in a limited space. Speaking of Hinduism as a single belief
system is something like speaking of philosophy in the same way. It is best to view
it as a spiritual attitude that gives rise to a wide range of religious and philosophical beliefs and practices. These range from the worship of village and forest deities,
which often take zoomorphic forms, to sophisticated metaphysical theories.
Common to all forms of Hinduism, however, is acceptance of the authority of
the Vedic scriptures as the basis for understanding the true hidden nature of things.
The Vedas are the most ancient religious texts of Hinduism — indeed, they are the
oldest religious texts in an Indo-European language. The Vedas were the literature
of the Aryans, who invaded northwest India around 1500 b.c.e. Many, if not most,
Hindu writings are commentaries on the Vedic scriptures.
In terms of popular religion, three contemporary movements might be mentioned. Saivism worships Siva as the supreme being and source of the universe;
Saktism worships Sakti, the female part of the universe and the wife of Siva. Vaisnavism worships the personal god Vishnu. Buddha, according to orthodox Hindus, was an incarnation (avatar) of Vishnu.
The basis of Hindu philosophy is the belief that reality is absolutely one, that
there is only one ultimate reality-being-consciousness (see the box “Ommmmm”).
Six classical philosophical schools or traditions, however, interpret this reality variously: these six “insights,” as they are called, are Nyāya, Vaiśesika, Sāmkhya, Yoga,
Mı̄māmsā, and Vedānta. All are designed to lead the searcher to a knowledge of the
Absolute and the liberation of the soul. Vedanta is tradition based on the Upanishads that is the best known in the West (Vedanta means “the end of the Veda”).
Philosophically, the most important Vedic scripture is the last book, the
Upanishads. The Upanishads, which date from about the eighth to the ﬁfth
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Ommmmm
During the 1960s, Indian philosophy, or what
passed for it, became popular in the American
youth culture, thanks in part to the Beatles’s interest in it and in the music of the Indian sitar master
Ravi Shankar. In San Francisco and New York
and Madison, Wisconsin, it was common to see hippies chanting “Ommmmm, ommmmm, ommmmm”
in an effort to induce a mystical state of higher
consciousness.
What is “ommm”? It is the sound of the letters A,
U, and M, which are the symbols in Hindu writings

for the three ordinary states of consciousness: waking experience, dreaming sleep, and deep sleep.
There is in addition, according to Hinduism, a
fourth state (in Vedanta philosophy, moksa), one of
higher awareness, which is described in the Mandukya Upanishad as “the coming to peaceful rest of
all differentiated existence.” Yoga is the general
term for the spiritual disciplines in Hinduism and
Buddhism that aim at attainment of this higher
state. It is also the name of one of the six orthodox
systems of Hindu philosophy (see text).

centuries b.c.e., are the inspiration for the six systems of philosophy just mentioned. The Upanishads are best known for the theories of brahman (the ultimate
cosmic principle or reality) and atman (the inner self ), and the identiﬁcation of
brahman with atman. There are four great sayings (mahavakya) of the Upanishads,
which are all ways of saying that brahman and atman are one:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Consciousness is brahman.
That art thou.
The self is brahman.
I am brahman.

Brahman is considered the ultimate reality or principle and the source and sustainer of all things, including people and gods. It is absolute and eternal spirit — the
supreme consciousness, the One, the One-and-only-One. A lower manifestation of
brahman— namely, brahma— may be thought of as an individual deity or personal
god, but brahman itself is without attributes or qualities. This absolute remains the
hidden, unknown, ultimate mystery.
Atman is the self, the soul, the principle of individual life. Ultimately, however,
the individual must come to a realization, through meditation and contemplation,
that brahman and atman are the same thing —brahman-atman. With the realization
of this absolute oneness of all things comes recognition of the relative nonreality of
the world and of the individual ego. The identiﬁcation of brahman and atman is
sometimes spoken of by commentators as a pantheism, but it goes beyond the
claim that all things are God. In Hinduism, the gods are parts or symbolic personiﬁcations of the absolute principle, brahman.
Further, the identiﬁcation of brahman and atman has been subject to various
interpretations over the centuries. It has been looked on as both transcendent and
immanent. Samkara, who is thought to have lived between 788 and 820 c.e. and
who gave the most rigorous interpretation of the Upanishads, was a pure monist
who thought that all things are one — only the ultimate principle exists, and all else
is an illusion. But another way of looking at the ultimate principle or reality was introduced by Rāmānuja (b. 1027 c.e.). He believed in the ultimate principle, but he
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also believed that souls are real and that the world is not merely an illusion. For a
time, at least, the souls and the world must be separate from the ultimate principle
to be of service to it, he held.
Yet a third way of interpreting the underlying ultimate reality is represented by
the outright dualism of Madhva (1199 –1278), who believed that, although the ultimate principle is the cause of the world, the soul still has a separate and independent existence of its own. You can see that Hindu philosophy in fact admits a
variety of viewpoints.
The metaphysical question as to what constitutes the ultimate reality is not the
only philosophical concern within Hinduism. There is also the issue of the human
being’s relation to that ultimate principle. Human life is a journey. Humans, though
basically good, are caught up in a cycle of desire and suffering that is the direct result of ignorance and ego. In short, they are miserable. The desires that torment
them are many and diverse, including sensual lusts and the desire for existence.
The end result is samsara, the cycle of being born, dying, and being reborn. The
human being often goes through a series of rebirths in various forms until he or she
can escape the treadmill.
That which keeps an individual imprisoned by the transmigratory cycle is
karma, which means “action” or “deed” in Pali. It refers to the chain of causes
and necessary consequences in the world of human actions. Every action inevitably
has its effect, and traces of these effects can last over several lifetimes. A good action brings joy; a bad action brings sorrow. And the consequences of actions build
up over a lifetime and through multiple lifetimes. It is these residues that will help
determine the quality of the next reincarnation. Despite the fact that humans
create their own limitations through their choices of actions and motives, they
nonetheless have the power to continue to choose or to resist falling victim to selﬁsh
desires. Building up good karma and reducing bad karma may eventually lead a
person to escape the bondage of karma altogether by surrender to God and the liberation of enlightenment.
It is through the renunciation of desires and the giving up of possessions and
worldly attachments that can lead to nirvana, or permanent liberation from the
cycle of birth, death, and rebirth. Nirvana is the Sanskrit word for “extinction,”
and it means the merging of the individual, transitory existence into the ultimate
reality, namely, Brahman. This is a condition of bliss at the highest state of transcendent consciousness. As part of Brahman, we watch lila, or the entire history of
the world and of our lives.
Human life, then, is a journey wherein we try to control both the mind and the
senses and become God oriented in the hope of experiencing total fulﬁllment in
oneness with God. This means going from the state of everyday, ordinary consciousness to the blissful contemplation of the divine being itself. The human being seeks God by eliminating the shadow between the two, that is, the illusion of
duality and separation.
Much of the wisdom of Hinduism in all times lies in its sages. This certainly
holds true for the twentieth century, whose wise men include Rabı̄ndranāth Tagore
(1861–1941), Aurobindo Ghose (1872 –1950), and Mohandas K. Gandhi (1869 –
1948) (see Chapter 16). Tagore won the Nobel Prize in 1913 for his poetry, in
which he expressed the human quest for freedom and the divine. Aurobindo, who
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was educated in the West, sought political freedom for India. After being accused
of terrorism and violence, he withdrew from political life altogether and developed
a theory of spiritual evolution according to which the individual through self-effort
can rise to ever higher states of spiritual consciousness.
Gandhi, of course, is known everywhere for his use of nonviolence to help attain political freedom for India and for striving to instill a sense of self-respect in all
human beings (he called the lowest caste, the “untouchables,” the children of
God). Through the example of his simple life and teachings, Gandhi tried to make
the traditional values of Hinduism available to all.

BUDDHISM
Buddhism arose in India in the person of a prince, Siddhartha Gautama [sidHAR-tuh, GO-tuh-muh], later known as Buddha [BOO-duh] (563 – 483 b.c.e.),
“the Enlightened One.” Originally, Buddhism essentially was a philosophical response to what might be called the problem of suffering — and suffering is here to
be understood in the broad sense as including not merely outright pain and misery
but also sorrow, disappointment, frustration, discontent, disaffection, pessimism,
and the sense of unfulﬁllment that so often grows with the passing of the years.

Buddha
When he was twenty-nine, Siddhartha, tortured by the suffering he saw around
him, abandoned a life of luxury as well as a wife and son to discover why it is that
suffering exists and what its cure must be. After six years of wandering and meditation, he found enlightenment.
Buddha’s answer to the problem of suffering was contained in his doctrine of
the Four Noble Truths: (1) There is suffering; (2) suffering has speciﬁc and identiﬁable causes; (3) suffering can be ended; (4) the way to end suffering is through
enlightened living, as expressed in the Eightfold Path.
Suffering is in part the result, according to Buddha, of the transience and
hence uncertainty of the world: indeed, all human problems are rooted in the fact
of change and the uncertainty, anxiety, and fear that it causes. Suffering is also in
part the result of karma. Karma, as we have seen, is the doctrine that one’s point of
departure in this life is determined by one’s decisions and deeds in past lives and
that decisions and deeds in this life determine one’s beginning points in future
incarnations. Karma, to repeat, means action or deed. The intention of an action
determines whether the action is morally good or bad. The effect of an action leaves
a trace that extends over several lifetimes, thereby helping to determine the quality
of the reincarnation.
But the most immediate causes of human suffering, according to Buddha, are
ignorance, which closes the door to enlightenment, and selﬁsh craving, which enslaves an individual to desires and passions. The individual who is ruled by desires
cannot possibly be happy in an ever-changing, uncertain world, especially because
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PROFILE: Siddhartha Gautama Buddha (563 – 483 B . C . E .)
Siddhartha Gautama, the Buddha,
was born in northeastern India. His
father was a wealthy king or clan chieftain, Suddhodana by name; through
his mother, Maya, he was related to
the Shakya tribe of Nepal. The family
enjoyed a luxurious lifestyle, and his
father sought to keep Siddhartha sheltered from the dust and trouble of the
outside world. The young Siddhartha
was athletic, handsome, and highly intelligent. He was married at the age of
sixteen to Yasodhara, who eventually
gave birth to a son, Rahula.
One day on a visit to the city of
Kapilavastu, Siddhartha became deeply disturbed
by the sight of suffering in its various guises. First,
he encountered an old man whose body showed the
ravages of the years. Next he saw a man in the
throes of a virulent disease. Finally, he passed a funeral with its corpse and attendant mourners, meeting the problem of death on one hand and anguish
on the other. His last experience of that eventful day
was to behold a monk deep in meditation. All of
these sights had a profound effect on Siddhartha,
and the problem of suffering became the central focus of his thoughts. At the age of twenty-nine, he
slipped away from his family during the night and
entered the forest to seek a solution to the conundrum of suffering, shaving his head and taking on
the raiments of poverty.
Early on in his quest, Siddhartha studied under
at least two Hindu ascetics. From them he learned a
form of yoga, as well as the arts of breathing and

motionless meditation. Later Siddhartha joined a small band of ascetics
who begged for a living. Like them,
Siddhartha performed many acts of
self-abnegation and self-renunciation.
He grew extremely thin from excessive fasting and one day fell unconscious from his attempts to control his
senses. When he awoke, he was fed
milk and gruel. From that moment, it
was clear to Siddhartha that ascetic
practices, in and of themselves, do not
lead to enlightenment.
Siddhartha dwelt in the forest for
about six years. Thereafter he is
thought to have sought a middle way between sensual indulgence and ascetic self-denial, striving for
enlightenment through concentrating his mind in
deep meditation. Siddhartha achieved enlightenment one day while meditating under a ﬁg tree near
the present-day town of Gaya in northeastern India.
He continued to meditate for seven days. Henceforth this tree was known as the bodhi tree — the
tree of enlightenment.
For almost ﬁfty years Siddhartha, now the
Buddha or Enlightened One, went about teaching
the way of dealing with suffering. He founded a
group or order, to which his wife and son ultimately
belonged. Before he died, his philosophy had already found a large following. For Western readers,
perhaps the most affecting account of the life of
Buddha is presented by Hermann Hesse in his
novel Siddhartha.

what happens is so much beyond one’s control. For even when life goes as is hoped
for, there is no guarantee that it will continue that way, and inevitably anxiety and
fear overwhelm temporary satisfaction.
According to Buddha, through meditation and self-abnegation, selﬁsh craving
can be stilled and ignorance overcome. The result of doing so is a cessation of suffering in nirvana, a permanent state of supreme enlightenment and serenity that
brings the continuing cycle of reincarnation to an end for the individual.
But Buddha held that attainment of nirvana requires more than merely letting
go of selﬁsh desires. It requires understanding that what are ordinarily thought
of as one’s body and one’s consciousness are not real, are not the true Self. This
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Islamic Philosophy
Muslim philosophy arose around the eighth century, a time when Western Europe was experiencing
its Middle Ages. From the beginning, it took into
account theological considerations such as the person of Mohammed, the Quran, and the schools of
theology, but these were not the only sources of
inﬂuence. Neoplatonism and Aristotle played important roles in shaping both the problems faced
and their proposed solutions. Many translations
from the Greek were made during the ninth century.
Among the concerns of the early Islamic philosophers were the nature of God (Allah), the hierarchy of creation, the nature of human beings
and their place within the universe, as well as the
relationship between theology and philosophy. AlKindi [el-KIN-dee] (d. after 870) developed the
idea of God as an absolute and transcendent being,
which was in accord with certain Muslim ideas of
the time. His deﬁnition of God took elements from
both Aristotle and the Neoplatonists. He developed
a cosmology based on the Neoplatonist idea of emanation, where everything evolves out of God and in
some way participates in God. Al-Kindi also added
the Muslim notion that God created the ﬁrst being
out of nothing by force of will.

Al-Fārābı̄ [el-fuh-RAHB-ee] (875 –950) further elaborated on the notion of God in terms of
Plotinus’s notion of the One and also the notion that
everything emanates out of the One. He added Aristotle’s notion of God as the ﬁrst cause of everything. Al-Fārābı̄ looked to the prophet-philosopher
to gain the philosophical illumination that would be
of profound meaning to his society.
Avicenna [av-uh-SEN-uh] (Abū Ali ibn-Sı̄nā,
980 –1037) produced the best-known medieval system of thought. He envisioned God as a Necessary Being who emanated the contingent, temporal
world out of himself. Everything was dependent on
God, and the ultimate goal of human activity was a
prophetic mind that attains an intuitive knowledge
of God and his creation. For Avicenna, there was a
parallelism between philosophy and theology. During this time, philosophy, and especially the mystical identiﬁcation of a thinker with God, were
occasionally considered a threat to Muslim orthodoxy. For example, Al-Ghazālı̄ [el-guh-ZAHL-ee]
(1058 –1111) in his Incoherence of the Philosophers
attacked Avicenna. Among other things, he criticized Avicenna’s notion of the eternity of the world
as well as the lower status given to the religious law

understanding, this totally nonegoistic perspective, is itself freedom from egoistic
thoughts and desires and brings with it as well freedom from all fear and anxiety.
By rejecting the fetters of egoistic craving, the individual overcomes the false self
and achieves “the unsurpassed state of security . . . and utter peace” that is nirvana.
The way to the cessation of suffering is the Eightfold Path. In effect, the
Eightfold Path sets forth the means of proper living:
1. Right View, which implies having adequate knowledge about those things that
make human life sick and unwholesome — ignorance, selﬁsh craving and
grasping, and so on.
2. Right Aim, which requires overcoming selﬁsh passions and desires by an effort of will and thus having no resentment, envy, or reason to harm another
person.
3. Right Speech, which means refraining from lies, deceptions, harmful gossip,
idle chatter or speculation about others, and so on.
4. Right Action, which means not responding to improper desires and cravings,
including those that are sexual, and above all means not taking a human life.
Right Action also includes doing good deeds (described by Buddha as the
“treasure” of the wise).
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as a mere symbol of higher truths to be accessed
through intuition.
The antagonism between mystical philosophy
and Muslim orthodoxy represents an ongoing problem. Averroës [ah-VAIR-oh-eez] (1126 –1198),
for example, was interpreted as holding a theory of
two separate truths, the truth of religion and the
truth of philosophy. Averroës, who taught the
idea of eternal creation, was trying to extricate Aristotle’s thought from both Neoplatonic and Islamic
derivations.
Perhaps what is most intriguing to modern-day
Western thought is the development of Suﬁsm.
Suﬁsm represents a mystical, theosophical, and ascetic strain of Muslim belief that seeks union with
God (Allah). Sadr al-Dı̄n als Shı̄razı̄ (1571–
1640), later known as Mulla Sadrā, sought a monistic return to the First Principle of Being. Suﬁsm,
perhaps to a greater degree than orthodox Islamic
belief, was inﬂuenced by the mystical tendencies
of Neoplatonism and gnosticism. There was a seeking after a direct communion with the Absolute
Being, who likewise represented Absolute Beauty.
Through ascetic practices and concentrated inwardness, a human being might experience a sud-

den illumination and a sense of ecstatic union with
God (Allah). This intuition might reveal to the person his utter nothingness, on one hand, as well as
his pantheistic immanence in God, on the other. It
is hardly surprising that a number of Suﬁs during
the medieval period were executed for the blasphemy of identifying themselves with God. This
ongoing difﬁculty was to some degree molliﬁed by
Al-Ghazālı̄, who brought Suﬁsm closer to orthodox
Muslim belief by playing down the pantheistic elements of Suﬁsm.
There have been four main periods of Suﬁsm:
the ﬁrst period (c. 750 –1050), the second period
(c. 1050 –1450), the modern period (c. 1450 –
1850), and the contemporary period (1850 to the
present). There are about one hundred Suﬁ orders
in the world today with several million adherents.
The movement has produced a number of great
mystical poets; Kabir [kuh-BEER] (1435 –1518)
from Benares, India, is one of the best known in the
West thanks to Robert Bly’s translations. The Suﬁ
literature, Suﬁ poetry, and the whirling dervishes
have continued to inﬂuence the West’s own contemporary pantheistic and mystical traditions.

5. Right Living, which requires obtaining one’s livelihood through proper means
and living one’s life free from selﬁsh cravings and graspings.
6. Right Effort, which means struggling against immoral and corrupt conditions.
7. Right Mindfulness, which is the source of Right Effort. Right Mindfulness implies having a duty to attain enlightenment and to understand the nature and
effects of selﬁsh craving. The right-minded person, according to Buddha,
has no sense of attachment toward body, feelings, perceptions, activities,
and thought, and naturally controls all covetous longings and desires. Right
Mindfulness likewise means to develop the noble principles of life, especially
the six just listed. It develops a pure mind and a clear memory, which are
necessary if our every action, no matter how seemingly trivial, is to be imbued with “mindfulness.” It brings all human activities under conscious
control and thoughtfulness.
8. Right Contemplation, which is the ultimate concentration of mind, integrates
the aforementioned principles in dealing with all aspects of life. It is the liberating consciousness that frees the mind from the bonds of our cravings, inclinations, and desires. Any personal consciousness is replaced by an “invisible,
inﬁnite, all-penetrating consciousness” that brings lasting peace. It is pure
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Buddhism and the West
The parallel concern of Buddhists and Stoics (see
Chapter 10) with the problem of suffering is intriguing, but it is difﬁcult to say whether there was
any reciprocal inﬂuence between Buddhism and the
philosophies of ancient Greece and Rome. The ﬁrst
major modern Western philosopher to be inﬂuenced
in a signiﬁcant way by Buddhist thought was Arthur Schopenhauer (1788 –1860). Schopenhauer
believed that human life is basically not rational and

that humans are driven by blind and insatiable
will. Only by overcoming one’s ego and desires
can a state of calm bliss be achieved, according to
Schopenhauer.
After Schopenhauer, Buddhist and other Asian
ideas have increasingly come to the West, mostly
via Indian and Japanese gurus, monks, and martial
artists. Many of these ideas are now entering the
mainstream of popular culture.

cognition, free from any selﬁshness. This way to liberation is achieved by the
utter annihilation of craving and therefore ultimately of suffering. Buddha
emphasizes that this way is achieved slowly. Deliverance is attained step by
step by constant effort in building an unshakable concentration. Right concentration is uninterrupted, blissful thoughtfulness that puriﬁes deeds,
words, and thoughts.
As you can see, the ﬁrst two stages of the Eightfold Path have to do with the
initial mental outlook of the individual, the next four specify appropriate behavior,
and the last two pertain to the higher mental and spiritual qualities involved in a
total disattachment from self.
Two additional concepts traditionally believed to have been introduced by
Gautama Buddha became important for later Buddhism. The ﬁrst, Gautama
Buddha identiﬁes in his Sayings as “clinging to existence” (upadana). This clinging is an extreme form of egoistic craving or desire and must be “destroyed” if the
human being is ever to reach a state of peace and imperturbability. This clinging
can take different forms — a clinging to the body and its worldly pleasure, a clinging to views, a clinging to rules and rituals, and a clinging to ego beliefs. It is necessary to cultivate nonclinging or nonattachment but in such a way that there is
not clinging to nonclinging.
The other important concept is silence (moneyya). Gautama Buddha sat
and meditated under the bodhi tree to reach enlightenment. Such enlightenment
requires going beyond the verbiage and logics of discursive reasoning. In the Sayings, Gautama Buddha is thought to have spoken of three kinds of silence: the silence of body, the silence of mind, and the silence of word. Only the person who is
silent in all three ways can be said to be free of taint. It is not surprising, then, that
silent meditation becomes a critical way to enlightenment in later developments of
Buddhism.
Buddha believed that he had found the cause of suffering in the world and a
way of escaping it as well. He set forth a strategy for eliminating unnecessary fear
and speciﬁed a way of living that is calming for the person but that also allows the
person to be of service to others. Buddha did not believe in a divine creator or in
divine salvation; thus, in his thinking, the problem of suffering is one that humans
must cope with themselves.
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Buddhism was purportedly brought to China by the Indian monk Bodhidharma about 520 c.e. There it gradually mixed with Taoism, Confucianism, and
other inﬂuences and underwent a rather marked transformation (see the box “Buddhism and the West”).

TAOISM
Chinese philosophy, like Indian philosophy, goes back into the prehistoric past,
and its origins are somewhat nebulous. Three great systems of thought dominate
Chinese civilization: Taoism, Confucianism, and Buddhism. Our knowledge of
Taoism [DOW-ism] derives chieﬂy from Lao Tzu [LAO-tsuh] (c. seventh–sixth
century b.c.e.) and his chief follower, Chuang Tzu (c. fourth century b.c.e.).

Lao Tzu
In an oft-reported meeting between Confucius and Lao Tzu, Confucius expressed
his admiration for the depth of Lao Tzu’s thought. Lao Tzu, in turn, is said to have
expressed doubts about the heroes of the past whom Confucius had chosen as
models of behavior. Lao Tzu also tried to convince Confucius of the hopelessness
of the latter’s attempts to improve society by direct action.
This little story nicely illustrates an essential difference between Confucius and
Lao Tzu and between Confucianism and Taoism. Confucius sought to become an
advisor to a ruler and directly to change society for the better, using heroes of the
past as models. Lao Tzu’s vision of things and strategies for change are very different. Within the Taoist tradition, one strain of thought even uses Lao Tzu’s ideas
as a means cunningly to obtain and retain power (the military and political strategies of Sun Tzu [SWUN-tsuh] might be mentioned as an example). Our way of
looking at Lao Tzu’s ideas is thus not the only possible one, and there are also a variety of different ways of interpreting his thought within the long Taoist tradition.
Lao Tzu’s view of humankind is in at least one respect like that of the Greek
philosopher Socrates. Both thought that even the wisest of humans is still ignorant.
And to act on that ignorance under the pretense that it is knowledge, both held, is
folly that leads not to progress and betterment within the individual and society but
to the opposite effect. It is especially here that Taoists like Lao Tzu and Chuang
Tzu found Confucius wanting. They thought that he sought to impose solutions
without knowledge or understanding.
According to Lao Tzu, what is needed is not interference with the world but,
rather, humble understanding of the way it functions, namely, understanding of the
Tao. Humans cannot force “change” on the world without injuring themselves. All
arbitrary interventions using “models” of the past simply lead to further disorder.
The sage, he maintained, is the one who knows enough to do nothing: instead of
intervening, he simply follows the patterns of the universe, of the ineffable Tao that
gives order and substance to all things.
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PROFILE: Lao Tzu
Almost nothing is known of Lao Tzu’s
life because he spent it trying to remain unknown and nameless. He is
thought to have been born in the late
seventh or early sixth century b.c.e.
and to have worked in the archives at
Loyang (present-day Hunan province). Confucius is thought to have
visited the older man during one of
his journeys. These quotations reveal
some of Lao Tzu’s insights on the
Tao, or Way.
The Tao that can be told of is not the eternal
Tao;
The name that can be named is not the eternal
name.
The Nameless is the origin of Heaven and
Earth.
Can you understand all and penetrate all without taking any action?
To produce and to rear them,
To produce, but not to take possession of them,
To act, but not to rely on one’s own ability,
To lead them, but not to
master them —
This is called profound and secret virtue.

Reversion is the action of Tao.
Weakness is the function of Tao.
All things in the world come from
being.
And being comes from non-being.
Tao produced the One.
The One produced the two.
The two produced the three.
And the three produced the ten
thousand things.
To know that you do not know is the
best.
To pretend to know when you do not know
is a disease.
The sage desires to have no desire . . . and returns to what the multitude has missed
(Tao).
Thus he supports all things in their natural
state, but does not take any action.
A good traveler leaves no track or trace.

Now the Tao, for Lao Tzu, is one, natural, and eternal (see the box “The Tao,
Logos, and God”). It gives rise to the expansive forces (yang) in the universe, and
it gives rise to the contractive forces (yin). The Tao is like an empty bowl that holds
and yields the vital energy (ch’i) in all things. It is also the means by which things
come to be, take shape, and reach fulﬁllment. In contrast to Confucius, who believed that the Tao can be improved on (note Confucius’s remark that “it is man
that can make the Way great”), Lao Tzu believed that the Tao cannot be improved
on, for it is the natural order of things.
According to Lao Tzu, the wise person, the sage, cultivates tranquility and
equilibrium in his life in order to recognize the Tao. He comes to recognize that the
enduring foundation of life is peace, not strife. The harshest storm, the sage understands, can last only a short while. He frees himself of selﬁsh desires and turns
his attention to the deep-rooted Tao, where all is one, and by doing so, he acquires
the secrets of both the quiet and the long-lasting life.
By following the Tao, Lao Tzu held, the behavior of the sage is natural and
free, for he harbors no unﬁt desires and no unnatural expectations. He simply does
what is appropriate in the present circumstances. Like water, he accepts the lowest
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The Tao, Logos, and God
Ancient Chinese and Western philosophy show a
striking similarity in their identiﬁcation of the ﬁrst
principle (beginning) of all being and truth. In ancient Chinese philosophy this ﬁrst principle is the
eternal Tao, the source of all necessity, meaning,
order, and existence, the Way the universe functions. Yet the Tao itself, according to Taoism, remains hidden, its nature ineffable. Any attempt
to deﬁne the Tao or even to describe it in words
must fail. According to Lao Tzu, it is the sign of
the truly wise man that he will not even try to
name it. He only seeks to submit to it and follow it
humbly.
In ancient Greek philosophy a like notion was
posited as the root of all things. Heraclitus (c. 535 –
475 b.c.e.) named it logos and regarded it as the
source of all order, lawfulness, and justice. There is
no consensus on how logos should be translated into
English, and dictionaries provide many different

meanings for the term, including “reason,” “proportion,” “word,” and others.
Logos, as Heraclitus sees it, is almost entirely unknown by earthly mortals — in part because nature
loves to hide. Humans, Heraclitus thought, see the
world in terms of opposites and as full of strife. But
the deeper reality is the logos, the unity of opposites
in which all is one. Seeing this deeper reality is reserved only for the gods and for those few humans
who can escape conventional modes of understanding, according to Heraclitus.
The concept of God as it evolved in traditional
Christian philosophy is a variation of Heraclitus’
notion of logos as developed by Plato and Aristotle
and reinterpreted by St. Augustine, St. Thomas
Aquinas, and others. In fact, the “Word” that was
“in the beginning” in John was logos in the Greek
text. ( John’s contribution to the Bible may not have
been originally composed in Greek, of course.)

places with contentment and without resistance. He deems valuable what others
consider worthless and have discarded. And, because he is selﬂess, he seeks to care
for all things and to beneﬁt them rather than use them for his own ends.
The sage’s way, maintained Lao Tzu, is modest, slow, and cautious (see the box
“Lao Tzu on Virtuous Activity”). Again like water, the sage is soft and supple
rather than hard, and (like water), while appearing to do nothing, he achieves lasting effects. To others, the results seem mysteriously produced, for they are produced without apparent effort. The sage is merely following the ﬂow and letting
events unfold at their proper time and in their own way. Further, in doing so, he
seeks to remain hidden, and he takes no credit for what is achieved, for he seeks neither possession nor domination. This absence of selﬁsh desire is his secret virtue.
Lao Tzu believed that all enduring change is brought about by weakness,
not by strength; by submission, not by intervention. Like an infant, the sage conserves his vital force and progresses gradually day by day. His strength lies in
his softness and ﬂexibility. As he lives in accord with the Tao, he is preserved
from harm.
Lao Tzu extended his philosophy of nonstriving to the political sphere (see the
box “Lao Tzu on Government”). He recognized the disadvantages of coercion:
the use of force brings retaliation, and mutual hostility quickly escalates to the
detriment of both sides. As coercion and the use of force arise from greed, he advocated a political strategy of nonacquisitiveness, in which weapons are regarded
as instruments of destruction and wars are to be fought only when absolutely necessary and then only with regret.
The wise ruler, Lao Tzu believed, understands that violence is a last resort and
knows that it can often be avoided by anticipation, by reconciling potential enemies
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Lao Tzu on Virtuous Activity
Good words shall gain you honor in the marketplace, but good deeds shall gain you friends
among men.

The superior man is skillful in dealing with men,
and so does not cast away anyone from his doorway.

There is no guilt greater than
to sanction unbridled
ambition.
No calamity greater than to
be dissatisﬁed with one’s
own lot.
No fault greater than to wish
continually of receiving.

The superior man prizes three things. The ﬁrst is
gentleness, the second is frugality, the third is humility. By being gentle he can be bold; by being
frugal he can be liberal, and by being humble he
becomes a leader among men.

With the faithful I would keep faith; with the unfaithful I would also keep faith, in order that they
may become faithful.
The ability to perceive the signiﬁcance of the
small things of the world is the secret of clearsightedness; the guarding of what is soft and
vulnerable is the secret of strength.
The superior man hoards nothing. The more he
uses for the beneﬁt of others, the more he possesses himself. The more he gives to his fellow
men, the more he has of his own.

The superior man anticipates tasks that are
difﬁcult while they are still easy, and does things
that would become great while they are small.
Therefore, the superior man, while he never does
what is great, is able on that account to accomplish
the greatest of things.
The superior man diminishes his actions and
diminishes them again until he arrives at doing
nothing on purpose.
Having arrived at this point of non-action, there
is nothing that he does not do.
He who keeps his mouth open and spends his
breath in the continual promotion of his affairs will
never, in all his life, experience safety.

and resolving difﬁculties when they ﬁrst arise. It is because such a ruler sidesteps
problems by anticipation that his success is unfathomable to others. And because
he recognizes that there is no safety in the use of force, he remains calm and unhurried in dealing with any problems that cannot be avoided. His preference is to
yield rather than to attack. Gentleness brings him eventual victory with apparently
no effort. His strategy is “not to advance an inch but rather to retreat a foot.”
Slowly he wins over the enemy without the use of weapons. And the gain is lasting
because it is achieved without the destructiveness of war and therefore without the
long memories of resentment.
To achieve peace and stability, the sage ruler has no wish to dominate or exploit others, Lao Tzu believed. Rather, the wise ruler encourages openness and
broad-mindedness. Cognizant of the sometimes violent ways of the world, he is
cautious and reserved. The very essence of his method lies in not requiting injury
with injury, a practice that leads only into the endless cycle of revenge. He responds
to injury with kindness. He remains faithful even to the unfaithful. In this way, he
gradually and effortlessly turns people from that lower nature that tends to dominate in times of war and strife, away from aggressive ambition to thoughtfulness
and the search for modest goals.
A kingdom, according to Lao Tzu, cannot be preserved by force or cunning.
Further, he said, too much government only means confusion. Too many laws create disorder rather than prevent it. Too much activity upsets the balance within a
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Lao Tzu on Government
It is the way of Heaven to take from those who
have too much and give to those who have too
little. But the way of man is not so. He takes away
from those who have too little, to add to his own
superabundance.
He who assists the ruler with Tao does not dominate the world with force.
The use of force usually brings requital.
Wherever armies are stationed, briers and thorns
grow . . .
Whatever is contrary to Tao will soon perish.
Weapons are the instruments of evil, not the instruments of a good ruler.
When he uses them unavoidably, he regards calm
restraint as the best principle. Even when he
is victorious, he does not regard it as praiseworthy.
For to praise victory is to delight in the slaughter
of men.

Tao invariably takes no action, and yet there is
nothing left undone.
If kings and barons can keep it, all things will
transform spontaneously.
If, after transformation, they should desire to be
active,
I would restrain them with simplicity, which has
no name.
Simplicity, which has no name, is free of desires.
Being free of desires, it is tranquil.
And the world will be at peace of its own accord.
Violent and ﬁerce people do not die a natural
death.
I shall make this the father [basis or starting point]
of my teaching.
Govern the state with correctness.
Operate the army with surprise tactics.
Administer the empire by engaging in no activity.

state, just as it does in the life of the individual. The wise ruler does only what is absolutely necessary; because his heart is calm and nonacquisitive, his subjects are
not excited to hysteria either by fear or avarice. The state achieves a stability in
which all things come to completion in accordance with the Way.
In sum, according to Lao Tzu, the way of life recommended by the Tao is one
of simplicity, tranquility, weakness, unselﬁshness, patience, and, above all, nonstriving or nonaction — allowing the world to follow its natural course. For Lao
Tzu, this way of life is its own reward. Lao Tzu was concerned with this world, the
world of living people; he was concerned with the human condition and not with
otherworldly or supernatural subjects. He did not believe that the Way can be improved on; therefore, he did not think the wise ruler would seek to impose his way
of thinking on the state.
You may well think Lao Tzu’s philosophy naive or idealistic. Lao Tzu was only
too aware that a path of quiet nonstriving was one that few, if any, had chosen or
would choose to tread. He made it quite clear that he did not expect rule by force
to die out soon or quickly to be replaced by a policy of noninterference. He only
drew up what he thought would be a superior way of living for any who might wish
to consider his opinion in the matter.

Chuang Tzu
Chuang Tzu [CHWANG-tsuh] (c. fourth century b.c.e.), the most important
Taoist next to Lao Tzu, perceived that many people live their lives as “slaves of
power and riches.” Chained by ambition and greed, they are unable to rest and are
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PROFILE: Chuang Tzu
Chuang Tzu was born in the fourth century b.c.e.
in the kingdom of Meng, which borders presentday Shantung. He had a wife, was poor, and worked
for an ofﬁce connected with the city of Tsi Yuan.
Little else is known about him except that he enjoyed
differing with the followers of Confucius. He was
not interested in holding public ofﬁce because doing so, he feared, might disturb his peace of mind.
A few of his insights emerge in these quotations:

Only the intelligent know how to identify all
things as one. Therefore he does not use [his
own judgment] but abides in the common
[principle]. The common means the useful and
the useful means identiﬁcation. Identiﬁcation
means being at ease with oneself. When one is
at ease with himself, one is near Tao. This is to
let [nature] take its own course.

The mind of a perfect man is like a mirror. It
grasps nothing. It expects nothing. It reﬂects
but does not hold. Therefore, the perfect man
can act without effort.

When “this” or “that” have no opposites, there
is the very axis of Tao.

Proof that a man is holding fast to the beginning lies in the fact of his fearlessness.
The still mind discovers the beautiful patterns
in the universe.
Flow with whatever may happen and let your
mind be free: Stay centered by accepting whatever you are doing. This is the ultimate.

Heaven and earth are one attribute; the ten
thousand things [inﬁnite things] are one horse.

He who knows the activities of Nature lives according to Nature. . . . How do we know that
what I call Nature is not really man and what I
call man is not really Nature?
Your master happened to come because it was
his time, and he happened to leave because
things follow along. If you are content with the
time and willing to follow along, then grief and
joy have no way to enter in.

in constant friction with the world around them. They often feel trapped and do
not know how to change their situation. They seem blind to what is happening and
why it is happening. Their lives are driven and hectic, and they are in constant warfare with an indifferent world, a world that does not acquiesce to their desires.
But the world has its own wisdom, Chuang Tzu believed, as did Lao Tzu before him, and things come to fruition only at their proper time. Nature cannot be
forced or hurried because nature, Chuang Tzu believed, unfolds according to the
Tao: a tree’s fruit must be picked only when it is ripe, not before and not after. If
people choose to impose their will on the world, the result is strife, disquietude, and
disruption.
Chuang Tzu also believed, as did Lao Tzu, that there is no need for people
to force things for the sake of ambition or in the pursuit of proﬁt or, indeed, for any
other objective. Because it is the Tao, and not the person, that determines what is
possible and what will happen, the wise individual accepts the course of events as
it unfolds, with neither hope nor regret, for the Tao brings all things to fulﬁllment
in due time (see the box “Cook Ting”). Thus for Chuang Tzu, as for Lao Tzu, the
secret of the sage — the key to freedom from fear and stress — is simply to follow
the Way of things, responding to them appropriately and dwelling in nonaction.
The sage is a mirror: he seeks to be utterly clear about what is before him, but he
has no wish to change things.
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Cook Ting
Chuang Tzu gave this story of Cook Ting as an illustration of the secret of the sage — to follow the
Way of things, responding to them appropriately
and never with force.
Cook Ting was cutting up an ox for Lord
Wen-hui. At every touch of his hand, every
heave of his shoulder, every move of his feet,
every thrust of his knee — zip! zoop! He slithered the knife along with a zing, and all was in
perfect rhythm, as though he were performing
the dance of the Mulberry Grove or keeping
time to the Ching-shou music.
“Ah, this is marvelous!” said Lord Wen-hui.
“Imagine skill reaching such heights!”
Cook Ting laid down his knife and replied,
“What I care about is the Way, which goes beyond skill. When I ﬁrst began cutting up oxen,
all I could see was the ox itself. After three
years I no longer saw the whole ox. And now —
now I go at it by spirit and don’t look with my
eyes. Perception and understanding have come
to a stop and spirit moves where it wants. I go
along with the natural makeup, strike in the big
hollows, guide the knife through the big openings, and follow things as they are. So I never
touch the smallest ligament or tendon, much
less a main joint.
“A good cook changes his knife once a
year — because he cuts. A mediocre cook
changes his knife once a month — because he
hacks. I’ve had this knife of mine for nineteen
years and I’ve cut up thousands of oxen with

it, and yet the blade is as good as though it
had just come from the grindstone. There are
spaces between the joints, and the blade of the
knife has really no thickness. If you insert what
has no thickness into such spaces, then there’s
plenty of room — more than enough for the
blade to play about it. That’s why after nineteen
years the blade of my knife is still as good as
when it ﬁrst came from the grindstone.
“However, whenever I come to a complicated place, I size up the difﬁculties, tell myself
to watch out and be careful, keep my eyes on
what I’m doing, work very slowly, and move the
knife with the greatest subtlety, until —ﬂop! the
whole thing comes apart like a clod of earth
crumbling to the ground. I stand there holding
the knife and look all around me, completely
satisﬁed and reluctant to move on, and then I
wipe off the knife and put it away.”
“Excellent!” said Lord Wen-hui. “I have
heard the words of Cook Ting and learned how
to care for life!”
Cook Ting does not wear himself out by trying
to force things. This would mean unnecessary friction. Like water, he seeks the empty places. When
things become knotted, he only slows down and
proceeds carefully. Even then, there is no need for
friction or confrontation. Cook Ting’s task is done
by following rather than disturbing the order of
things. By anticipating problems, he solves them
before they become major. Total satisfaction is his
reward.

As was true for Lao Tzu, Chuang Tzu applied his principles to statecraft,
though he placed somewhat less emphasis on political affairs than did Lao Tzu.
The sage ruler, Chuang Tzu believed, ﬁrst gains knowledge of himself and of his
subjects — gains knowledge of his and their nature and destiny — then effortlessly
“goes along with what is right for things.” He permits nothing to disturb either his
own inner harmony or the harmony within the state. Like a tiger trainer who anticipates the wildness of his charges, he knows how to deal with the violence of
others before it arises, thus minimizing the need for force. In his fearless adherence
to the Way, he remains free from selﬁsh designs and preset goals. Because he puts
forth no special effort, his success is unfathomable to others (see the box “Chuang
Tzu on Virtuous Activity”). This philosophy is, of course, quite similar to that espoused by Lao Tzu. (And Chuang Tzu, like Tao Tzu before him, was quite aware
that rulership in accordance with these principles would be a rare occurrence.)
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Chuang Tzu on Virtuous Activity
Chuang Tzu was ﬁshing in the river Phu when the
king of Khu sent two high ofﬁcers to him with the
message “I wish to trouble you with the charge of
all within my territories.”
Chuang Tzu kept holding his rod without looking around and said, “I have heard that in Khu
there is a magniﬁcent tortoise shell, the wearer of
which died three thousand years ago, and which
the king keeps in his ancestral temple. Was it better for the tortoise to die and leave its shell to be
thus honored? Or would it have been better for it
to live and drag its tail after it over the mud?”
The two ofﬁcers replied, “It would have been
better for it to live and drag its tail through the
mud.”
“Go your way,” said Chuang Tzu. “I will keep
on dragging my tail after me through the mud.”
Public spirited, and with nothing of the partisan;
easy and compliant, without any selﬁsh tendencies;
following in the wake of others, without a double
mind; not easily distracted because of any anxious
thoughts; not scheming in the exercise of one’s

wisdom; not choosing between parties, but going
along with all — all such courses are the path to
true enlightenment.
Vacuity, tranquility, mellowness, quietness, and
taking no action are the roots of all things. . . .
These are the virtue of rulers and emperors when
they manage things above.
If one assumes ofﬁce with them [scholars] to
pacify the world, his achievements will be great . . .
and the empire will become uniﬁed. In tranquility
he becomes a sage, and in activity he becomes a
king. He takes no action and is honored. He is
simple and plain and none in the world can compete with him in excellence. For such a one understands this virtue of Heaven and Earth. He is
called the great foundation and the great source of
all being and is in harmony with nature. One who
is in accord with the world is in harmony with
men. To be in harmony with men means human
happiness, and to be in harmony with Nature
means the happiness of Nature.

Chuang Tzu, it is perhaps well to add, is famous for his principle of the “equality of things,” according to which opposites — life and death, beauty and ugliness,
and all the rest — are in fact equal as a single entity within the Tao. Thus, he reasoned, the wise individual, the sage, does not distinguish between himself and the
world and thus ﬁnds oneness with Tao.
Chuang Tzu’s philosophy is also distinctive for the emphasis he placed on the
danger of usefulness. Useful trees, like fruit and nut trees, he explained, are constantly cut back, kept small, and soon stripped of their fruit. Only “useless” trees
live out their full term of life unhindered and unsavaged — but then it is only these
useless trees that are able to provide shade and beauty. Likewise, Chuang Tzu reasoned, the sage avoids becoming too useful, if he is to fulﬁll his destiny. These and
other nuggets of Chuang Tzu’s philosophy are set forth in nearby boxes.

CONFUCIANISM
Three great systems of thought dominate Chinese civilization: Confucianism,
Taoism, and Buddhism. The most dominant is the one founded by Confucius
[kun-FYOO-shus] (551– 479 b.c.e.). Confucian political philosophy has dominated Chinese life in a way unequaled by any similar philosophy in the West.
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Confucius
Confucius loved learning, and by age ﬁfteen he had committed his life to a diligent
study of the ancient wise men. In addition, he sought a better way and order of doing things. Learning and knowledge, Confucius believed, must be practical. They
must transform life for the better. The result of his own learning was a system of
moral, political, and social precepts bound together by what is best called a philosophy of nature and by a faith in the perfectibility of the human character. The
switch in Chinese thought from concern for the diety to concern for human effort
and excellence began hundreds of years before Confucius was born. Nonetheless,
it was Confucius who made humanity ( jen) a cornerstone of Chinese philosophy.
“The measure of man,” he said, “is man.” The nature and duties of the human being must be studied diligently and cultivated, he insisted, and humanity is to be
loved.
To help others, Confucius said, one must ﬁrst establish one’s own humane
character, which is done by imitating models of superior men from the past. Once
the individual has a character that contains nothing contrary to humanity, he can
rely on his humanity in all his actions. Through humanistic thinking and acting, according to Confucius, the superior man makes the Way (Tao) great.
That the human person is perfectible was a central tenet of Confucius’s thinking. The human person, Confucius believed, is not always good but can become
better. Betterment, he thought, comes through learning and service to others. No
one begins with wisdom, but with diligence and determined study, wisdom can be
acquired. And once acquired, wisdom becomes an instrument for perfecting oneself, the family, and society. Even nature itself, Confucius believed, cannot resist
the power of wisdom: “It is man that can make the Way great,” he said, “and not
the Way that can make man great.”
The Way, as here mentioned by Confucius, is a key concept in his philosophy.
For Confucius, as for the Taoists, the Way, or Tao, is basically the path taken by natural events. Confucius uses the word Way or Tao often and in different senses.
There is a way of the good man, a way of music, a way of proper government, and
a cosmological way. Confucius even speaks of “my tao.” Although interpreters are
not in total agreement about this, it would seem that the Tao, for Confucius, is not
a ﬁxed and eternal transcendental principle that stands outside and above events
and determines them. Rather, it is affected in no small part by human thought and
human action. One can study the practices of the wise ancients to learn how to
make the Way great in one’s own time. Essentially, this means knowing how best
to regulate your life. Confucius set forth ideals of human behavior based on his
understanding of the Way. He believed that once you have achieved a knowledge
of the Tao or Way of things, you cannot die in vain.
For Confucius, everything “thrives according to its nature.” One way in which
heaven works, he thought, is through the principle of the Mean, which provides a
standard of measure for all things. Human behavior should avoid extremes and
seek moderation. In the philosophy of Confucius, when things function in accordance with this principle of the Mean, they stand in a relationship of mutual dependence. In other words, the principle essentially requires reciprocal cooperation
among things — between people and between people and nature. And when the
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PROFILE: Confucius (551 – 479 B . C . E .)
Confucius, or, in Chinese, K’ung Fu
Tzu (K’ung the Great Master), was
born “without rank in humble circumstances” in the small Chinese kingdom of Lu. Information about his life
is scanty and is derived chieﬂy from
the Analects, a collection of his sayings assembled by his disciples. Because of his father’s death, he had to
work at an early age to help support
his mother. He was largely self-taught,
and his hunger for learning was insatiable. With the exception of a brief
period in which he served as prime
minister of Lu, he did not have many opportunities
to put his principles about statecraft into practice.
Confucius’s ideas have inﬂuenced Chinese and
Asian ways of life like those of no other philosopher,
although their impact has varied from period to
period. From the third to the seventh century, Con-

fucianism was eclipsed by other philosophies, but under the T’ang dynasty (618 –907) it became the state
religion. Neoconfucianism (which incorporated both a more developed
metaphysics and Taoist and Buddhist
principles) emerged during the Sung
dynasty (960 –1279) and was the predominant stream of Chinese philosophy until its decline in the twentieth
century, which was especially rapid
after the Communist revolution in
1949. This was, in part, a consequence
of the difference between Chinese
communism and the more traditional worldviews.
But it was also a side effect of the change in the system of state civil service examinations, which had
formerly been based on the Chinese classic texts,
including Confucius.

principle is followed, things ﬂourish and nourish one another without conﬂict or
injury.
Confucius formulated this principle of reciprocity in a general way as it applied
to human affairs by saying, “Do not do to others what you would not want them to
do to you.” Likewise, according to Confucius, “A virtuous man wishing to establish himself seeks also to establish others, and wishing to enlighten himself, seeks
also to enlighten others.” Just as nature is built on a principle of reciprocal cooperation rather than strife, so reciprocal cooperation must reign in human affairs, he
believed.
Confucius limited his investigation and concern to this changing world: his
philosophy was this-worldly and not other-worldly. When he was asked about serving the spirits of the dead, he answered: “While you are not able to serve men, how
can you serve their spirits?” And he said: “We don’t know about life; how can we
know about death?” It is in this world that the human being must live and with
other people that he must associate, Confucius emphasized.
Nevertheless, Confucius understood the importance of religious ritual for the
state and was fastidious in carrying out its mandates. To achieve a proper balance
in this regard is the mark of a superior man, he said: “Devote yourself earnestly to
the duties due to men, and respect spiritual beings but keep them at a distance. This
may be called wisdom.”
Another key concept in Confucius’s thought is that of the sage, or superior
man. The sage represents, in effect, an ethical ideal to which humans should aspire.
To achieve the status of sage, Confucius believed, requires having intimate knowl-
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Confucius: Insight on Life
At ﬁfteen, I began to be seriously interested in
study; at thirty, I had formed my character; at
forty, doubts ceased; at ﬁfty, I understood the laws
of Heavens; at sixty, nothing that I heard disturbed
me; at seventy, I could do as my heart desired
without breaking the moral law.
I never take a walk in the company of three persons without ﬁnding that one of them has something to teach me.
The superior man is distressed by his want of ability; he is not distressed by men’s not knowing him.

The superior man understands righteousness; the
inferior man understands proﬁt.
What you do not want done to yourself, do not do
to others.
A man who is strong, resolute, simple, and slow to
speak is near to humanity.
The way of the superior man is threefold, but I
have not been able to attain it. The man of wisdom
has no perplexities; the man of humanity has no
worry; the man of courage has no fear.

edge both of change and of the order of things; it requires, more speciﬁcally, having a correct understanding both of human relationships and of the workings of nature. A correct understanding, according to Confucius, involves, among other
things, setting right in thought, or rectifying, what is distorted or confused, and it
especially involves the correct use, or rectiﬁcation, of names. (This meant knowing, for example, when it is legitimate to accord someone a title or rank.) The
sage or superior person, according to Confucius, puts this correct understanding
into action and seeks the mutual cooperation that enables others to fulﬁll their own
destiny.
According to Confucius, the sage’s actions are superior to those of other men
because his model of behavior is superior. Speciﬁcally, he patterns his behavior on
the great men of the past. In addition, he constantly learns from his own personal
experience. (Confucius said that if he were able to study change for ﬁfty years,
he would ﬁnally be free of mistakes.) Wisdom requires constant learning, and
constant learning allows the superior man better to know the measure of things and
to perform his duty accordingly.
Thus, the sage, in the philosophy of Confucius, not only thinks correctly but
also lives correctly. Indeed, according to Confucius, for the sage no discrepancy exists between thought (or speech) and action. The sage does not think (or say) one
thing and do a different thing: he matches word with deed.
Further, according to Confucius, the superior man is an altruist who provides
impartial and equitable service to others. He is kind and benevolent; he does not
repay evil with evil but rather with uprightness. His concern is with reform, not revenge. And his virtuous behavior is a matter of habit that holds even in the direst
crisis. For this reason, Confucius believed, the sage can be counted on at all times.
His fairness makes him a ﬁgure of trust to all, including the rulers of state.
Now the rulers of the Chinese states of Confucius’s time did not entrust their
affairs to superior men; nor did the rulers themselves merit this title. Instead, these
states were dominated by military regimes that ruled by force and were constantly
at war with one another and whose subjects lived in a state of dread. In the opinion of Confucius, the ignoble policies of such inferior rulers were based on four
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Confucius on Government
To govern means to make right. If you lead the
people uprightly, who will dare not to be upright?
Employ the upright and put aside all the crooked;
in this way the crooked can be made to be upright.
Go before the people with your example, and
spare yourself not in their affairs. He who exercises
government by means of his virtue may be compared with the polar star, which keeps its place,
and all the stars turn toward it.
According to the nature of man, government is the
greatest thing for him. There is good government
when those who are near are made happy and when
those who are afar are attracted.
Remember this, my children: oppressive government is more terrible than tigers. A ruler has only
to be careful of what he likes and dislikes. What
the ruler likes, his ministers will practice; and what
superiors do, their inferiors will follow.
Guide the people with government measures and
control or regulate them by the threat of punish-

ment, and the people will try to keep out of jail but
will have no sense of honor or shame.
Guide the people by virtue and control and regulate them by respect, and the people will have a
sense of honor and respect.
Do not enter a tottering state nor stay in a chaotic
one.
When the Way prevails in the empire, then show
yourself; when it does not prevail, then hide.
Tzu-kung asked about government. Confucius
said, “Sufﬁcient food, sufﬁcient armament, and
sufﬁcient conﬁdence of the people.” Tzu-kung
said, “Forced to give up one of these, which would
you abandon ﬁrst?” Confucius said, “I would
abandon armament.” Tzu-kung said, “Forced to
give up one of the remaining two, which would
you abandon ﬁrst?” Confucius said, “I would
abandon food. There have been deaths from time
immemorial, but no state can exist without the
conﬁdence of the people.”

root evils: greed, aggressiveness, pride, and resentment, which singly or together
cause a ruler to rationalize and to excuse the most odious behavior on his part. Further, according to Confucius, a ruler is invariably the model for the behavior of his
subjects, and, as a consequence, societies ruled by vicious men are themselves vicious societies (see the box “Confucius on Government”).
By contrast, a state so fortunate as to be ruled by a superior man, Confucius
believed, will be peaceful, secure, and prosperous. Because the superior man is
governed by the principle of the Mean, as a ruler he will be just and impartial and
will seek to establish a fair distribution of wealth, which in turn will promote security and peace. And because his behavior will be emulated by his subjects, he will
rule through virtuous example rather than by force of arms. Further, because he is
conscientious in his service to all, he will act without fear or sadness.
Confucius’s philosophy touched not only on the state and the individual but
also on the family. In fact, for Confucius, the well-ordered family is a model for the
well-ordered state and ultimately the world as a whole. The family, Confucius believed, should, like the state, be patriarchal and authoritarian.
Thus, the proper functioning of the family depends on the obedience of the
subordinate members and the responsible governance of the parents (and ultimately the father) in accordance with the principle of the Mean and on the fundamental virtues of ﬁlial piety and brotherly respect. Together, these two virtues,
according to Confucius, allow an optimal functioning of the ﬁve primary human
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relationships generally: those between ruler and subject, between parent and child,
between elder and younger brother, between husband and wife, and between one
friend and another. In the well-ordered family, because relationships are clearly
deﬁned, life will be stable and will provide the means for all members of the family
to develop their capacities to the fullest extent.
Confucius’s ideal of the superior man, who is wise, humane, honest, and just
and whose actions spring from morality and not greed or pride; his urging of a society built not on force or military power but on justice and fairness; his belief in
the inherent worth, perfectibility, and goodness of humankind; and his overall concern for humanity and human relationships all represented a strong and inﬂuential
new vision in Chinese thought.

Mencius
The work of the great Confucian philosopher Mencius [MEN-shus] (371–289
b.c.e.) is regarded as second only to that of Confucius himself. Mencius, like Confucius, was very saddened by the quality of life during his time. He spoke of princes
who were deaf and blind to the terrible events about them that “boom like thunder and ﬂash like lightning.” Nevertheless, a central tenet of his thought, as with
Confucius, was that human beings are basically good (see the box “Mencius and
Thomas Hobbes on Human Nature”).
According to Mencius, the natural goodness of humans had become perverted
by circumstances. Still, he said, each person has the potential for becoming perfect:
doing so is a matter of recovering his lost mind and forgotten heart; it is a matter
of thinking and feeling naturally, a matter of following intuition and conscience.
Mencius never lost his optimism about the possibility of human betterment.
For him, if anything is tended properly, it will grow and thrive. Therefore, human
beings should nourish the noble or superior part of themselves so that it will come
to predominate. Each person, however, will decide for himself whether he will
transform his life for the better.
For the person who has chosen to seek it, the way to self-betterment, the way
to a noble existence and the upright life, according to Mencius, can be found only
within oneself. Conscience, for Mencius, is “the mind that cannot bear suffering
[on the part of others].” The pathway to the upright life, however, must include
self-suffering and difﬁculty, he said. “When Heaven is about to confer a great ofﬁce
on any man,” he said, “it ﬁrst exercises his mind with suffering, and his sinews and
bones with toil. It exposes his body to hunger and subjects him to extreme poverty.
It confounds his undertakings. By all these methods, it stimulates his mind, hardens his nature, and supplies his incompetencies.”
Difﬁculty and suffering, according to Mencius, are to be considered privileges
and opportunities to develop independence, excellence, mental alertness, freedom
from fear, and quietude of spirit. He goes so far as to imply that prudence and the
other virtues are hardly possible for those who have not suffered deeply.
In the process of perfecting one’s own life, Mencius said, one is put in a position of beneﬁting one’s family and, through teaching and leadership, society as a
whole (see the box “Mencius on Virtuous Activity”). Indeed, true happiness, he
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PROFILE: Mencius
Mencius, or Meng-tzu, was born in
what is now the Shantung province of
China. He purportedly was taught by
Confucius’ grandson. Like Confucius, he lived in a time of political turmoil; he spent forty years traveling
and teaching. His works became part
of the “Four Classics” of ancient
China and are based on his belief in
the original goodness of human nature. These quotations reveal some of his insights.
The great end of learning is nothing else but to
seek for the lost mind.
To preserve one’s mental and physical constitution and nourish one’s nature is the way to serve
Heaven.
If you let people follow their feelings (original
nature), they will be able to do good. This is
what is meant by saying that human nature is
good. If man does evil, it is not the fault of his
natural endowment.
Humanity, righteousness, propriety, and wisdom are not drilled into us from outside. We

originally have them with us. Only we
do not think [to ﬁnd them]. Therefore, it is said, “Seek and you will
ﬁnd it, neglect and you will lose it.”
With proper nourishment and care,
everything grows, whereas without
proper nourishment and care, everything decays.
Those who follow the greater qualities in their nature become great men and those
who follow the smaller qualities in their nature
become small men.
That whereby man differs from the lower animals is small. The mass of the people cast it
away, while the superior men preserve it.
The disease of men is this — that they neglect
their own ﬁelds and go weed the ﬁelds of
others.
Thus it may be said that what they require from
others is great, while what they lay upon themselves is light.

said, does not consist in ruling an empire merely for the sake of power, the desire
for which is the driving ambition of the inferior mind, the mind that, like that of an
animal, contains no notion of what is great or honorable. True happiness consists
in seeing one’s parents and family alive and free from anxiety and in helping one’s
society. Further, he maintained, whoever is happy in this way is happy in another
way, for he need never feel shame for his actions.
Thus, it may be seen that Mencius, too, like Confucius, was concerned not
only with the person but also with the state (see the box “Mencius on Government”). Disorder in a state, he believed, is often caused by a ruler who takes no
notice of conditions within his own state, a ruler who — again like an animal — is
indifferent to all but his own selﬁsh interests and petty ambitions. This indifference
and selﬁshness is a form of blindness, maintained Mencius, and a state governed
without vision, he said, inevitably falls into ruin and death.
Further, according to Mencius, the subjects of the state ruled by the inferior
person follow the example of their leader and also become like beasts set to devour
each other. In this thought Mencius echoed Confucius. But, unlike Confucius,
Mencius held that killing such a monarch is not murder, for the establishment of a
humane government is not possible under such an individual.
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Mencius and Thomas Hobbes on Human Nature
Mencius was quite aware that, by and large, people
in his time were violent, self-serving, inclined to
stop short of the mark in everything they attempted,
and successful only in bringing premature death
on themselves. But for Mencius, this evil came on
people because circumstances had not allowed them
to cultivate their inherent nobility and to search out
within themselves love, wisdom, virtue, a sense of
duty, and self-perfection. Human nature, according
to Mencius, is inherently good, and this goodness
can be actualized if people would develop their potentiality — as would happen under a just and humane regime.
Among the many Western philosophers who
have also viewed people as selﬁsh and violent,
Thomas Hobbes (1588 –1679) is probably the
most famous. In the state of nature, Hobbes wrote,

the life of man is “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and
short.” But Hobbes, unlike Mencius, attributed the
ugly ways of humankind to human nature. So
Hobbes believed that only through force wielded by
an absolute sovereign can humans be prevented
from devouring one another: Homo lupus homini,
said Hobbes, quoting the Roman poet Plautus
(c. 254 –184 b.c.e.): Man is the wolf of man. Mencius, in contrast, believed that a wise ruler will successfully call forth the goodness inherent in human
nature through mild and benevolent leadership.
Whether their malevolent actions mean that human beings, although essentially good by nature,
exist in a fallen state or whether they indicate that
human nature is essentially bad is a question that
has not been resolved. Perhaps it is not resolvable.

Mencius on Virtuous Activity
It is said that the superior man has two things in
which he delights, and to be ruler over the empire
is not one of them.
That the father and mother are both alive and
that the condition of his brothers affords no cause
for anxiety, this is one delight.
That when looking up he has no occasion for
shame before Heaven, and below he has no occasion to blush before men — this is the second
delight.
In the view of a superior man as to the ways by
which men seek for riches, honors, gain, and
advancement, there are few of their wives who
would not be ashamed and weep together on account of them.
Men must be decided on what they will not do,
and then they are able to act with vigor on what
they ought.
If on self-examination I ﬁnd that I am not upright,
shall I not be in fear even of a poor man in loose
garments of hair cloth?

If on self-examination I ﬁnd that I am upright,
neither thousands nor tens of thousands will stand
in my path.
I have not heard of one’s principles being dependent for their manifestation on other men.
Benevolence is man’s mind and righteousness is
man’s path.
How lamentable it is to neglect the path and not
pursue it, to lose the mind and not know to seek it
again.
Benevolence subdues its opposite just as water
subdues ﬁre.
Those, however, who nowadays practice
benevolence do it as if with one cup of water
they could save a whole wagon load of fuel which
was on ﬁre, and, when the ﬂames were not extinguished, were to say that water cannot subdue ﬁre.
This conduct greatly encourages those who are not
benevolent.
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Mencius on Government
If a man should love others and the emotion is not
returned, let him turn inward and examine his own
benevolence.
If a man is trying to rule others, and his government is unsuccessful, let him turn inward and examine his wisdom.
If he treats others politely and they do not return the politeness, let him turn inward and examine his own feelings of respect.
Only the benevolent ought to be in high stations.
When a man destitute of benevolence is in a high
station, he thereby disseminates his wickedness
among all below him.
Virtue alone is not sufﬁcient for the exercise of
government; laws alone cannot carry themselves
into practice.
[In a state] the people are the most important; the
spirits of the land (guardians of territory) are the
next; the ruler is of slight importance. Therefore to
gain [the hearts of ] the peasantry is the way to become emperor.
Killing a bad monarch is not murder.

If a ruler regards his ministers as hands and feet,
then his ministers will regard him as their heart
and mind. If the ruler regards his ministers as dogs
and horses, his ministers will regard him as any
other man. If a ruler regards his ministers as dirt
and grass, his ministers will regard him as a bandit
and an enemy.
To say that one cannot abide by humanity and
follow righteousness is to throw oneself away.
Humanity is the peaceful abode of man and righteousness is his straight path.
All men have the mind which cannot bear [to see
the suffering of ] others. . . . When a government
that cannot bear to see the suffering of the people
is conducted from a mind that cannot bear to see
the suffering of others, the government of the empire will be as easy as making something go round
in the palm.
Humanity, righteousness, loyalty, faithfulness, and
the love of the good without getting tired of it constitute the nobility of Heaven, and to be a grand
ofﬁcial, a great ofﬁcial, and a high ofﬁcial — this
constitutes the nobility of man.

The good ruler, Mencius maintained, is benevolent toward his subjects as a
father is toward his children and will seek to establish a good order and a just regime. He displays, in addition to benevolence, three other primary virtues or attributes: righteousness, propriety, and knowledge. Further, the good ruler is mild
in manner and governs with mind and heart rather than with the strong arm. Because of his mild manner, he encounters no enemies, and because he is humane
and his subjects accordingly have conﬁdence in his goodness, he will have only little
opposition.
In short, this superior ruler, who has himself suffered on the path to betterment, acquires the mind that cannot bear the suffering of others, and, because it is
humane and just, his governance is the foundation of all present and future good
within the state.
Mencius’s philosophy exhibits the humanistic concerns and faith in human
goodness and perfectibility that characterize Confucian philosophy in general.
Both Mencius and Confucius were aware, however, that in practice humans are
often self-seeking and that their potential for goodness must be cultivated or
nurtured. As may be seen in the boxes, Mencius offers much advice and sets forth
many telling maxims that, in effect, constitute a method for cultivating the better
part of human nature.
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Hsün Tzu
Another important Confucian philosopher, who blended Taoism with Confucianism and added his own, rather more pessimistic conception of human nature, was
Hsün Tzu [SHWIN-tsuh] (298 –238 b.c.e.). He was rationalistic and realistic in
his approach, believing that the hierarchical order of society was established by following unchanging moral principles. If moral practices, laws, and the rules of propriety were followed, then order, peace, and prosperity would inevitably be the
result. If they were not followed, disorder and disaster would result.
Hsün Tzu’s view of the basic nature of human beings is what makes him strikingly dissimilar to other major Confucian thinkers. He did not agree with Mencius
that human beings are originally good and therefore naturally inclined to goodness.
Hsün Tzu believed that human beings are basically bad but that they are impelled
to compensate for and overcome this defectiveness, this badness, through education and moral training. Fortunately, the human being is perfectible. Through a
study of past and present sages, a human being may develop a moral understanding based on the ultimate virtues of humanity and righteousness.
For Hsün Tzu, the state, like the individual, can lose itself in seeking proﬁt.
The result is strife, violence, lewdness, and rebellion. Such an inferior state must
be reconstructed through moral principles, which must come to be embodied in the
person of the ruler. Hsün Tzu’s thought was the ofﬁcial creed during the Han period (c. 206 –220), and it has continued to have an important inﬂuence on Asian
societies to the present.

ZEN BUDDHISM IN CHINA AND JAPAN
Zen Buddhism is one of the Buddhist sects of Japan and China. (Buddhism, it
may be recalled, originated in India.) Zen is Japanese and Ch’an is Chinese, and
both words derive from the Sanskrit word for meditation, dhyana. When Buddhism ﬁrst came to China, it emphasized the importance of meditation, rather than
any particular scripture or doctrine, as the key to ultimate reality.
Although the heading for this section is Zen Buddhism, we discuss both the
Chinese and Japanese traditions, Zen and Ch’an. It should be noted that other
forms of Buddhism developed as well, but the Zen tradition is the one that has
awakened the most philosophical interest in the West.
The growth of Ch’an Buddhism (Chinese Zen Buddhism) was slow at ﬁrst,
and it always was numerically one of the smaller sects. But over the centuries this
sect spread throughout China and into neighboring countries like Japan and Korea. In the last century it has taken root in the United States and Europe. Its current spread in the West seems to indicate that Ch’an Buddhism responds to a need
in a highly complex, technological world.
Buddhism in China and Japan has a long and rich history. Here it will only be
possible to look brieﬂy at a few of its most original and profound thinkers, the sixth
patriarch of Chinese Zen, Hui Neng, Murasaki Shikibu, and Dogen Kigen, the
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founder of the Japanese Soto tradition. The philosophies of these thinkers complement one another and give an overall perspective on basic elements in the Zen Buddhist tradition.

Hui Neng
Hui Neng [HWAY-nung] (638 –713) lost his father in childhood and had to sell
ﬁrewood to keep his mother and himself alive. He was illiterate.
One day, while delivering ﬁrewood to a shop, Hui Neng heard the chanting of
the Buddhist Diamond Sutra (perhaps the most important scripture of Chinese
Buddhism, in which Buddha strips his student Subhuti of his coarse views and allows him to see the fundamental oneness of all things and the immutability of perceived phenomena; sutra means secret doctrines and sacred teachings). Hui Neng
immediately grasped the deep truth latent in its words. But not until some time later
did a gift of money enable him to conﬁrm his perception of truth by seeking out
Master Hung-jen, the ﬁfth Chinese patriarch of Ch’an Buddhism, at Huang-mei
Mountain in Hupei.
During the ﬁrst meeting with the ﬁfth patriarch, Hui Neng did not hesitate to
manifest the unshakable strength of his vision, and he was accordingly accepted in
the Huang-mei monastery. For eight months, however, he worked in the kitchen
without even entering the main temple.
At this time, the ﬁfth patriarch was seeking a successor and asked the monks
to write a poem showing the depth of their insight into truth. Only the person who
has a direct intuition into the truth achieves peace of mind, the Ch’an Buddhists
believed, and they also thought that each person must discover this truth for himself. That all is ultimately one was a basic precept of the ﬁfth patriarch. This one
reality was thought to be our true self-nature and was held to be immanent within
human beings from the beginning. To see this ever-present truth exactly as it is
would require going beyond the usual way of thinking, which breaks down ultimate
being into distinct entities and classiﬁes and relates them so that they are understood only in terms of the categories to which they belong and their relationships to one another. Hence poetry rather than a normal form of discourse would
be required to express insight into this truth, for normal forms of thought and
language can express neither the uniqueness of the individual entity nor the underlying oneness of all things. Perhaps you are reminded here of Heidegger.
Shen-hsui, the senior monk at the monastery, was the only one who dared to
write the requested poem, and the other monks doubted their ability to surpass him
in depth of understanding. His contribution, however, according to tradition, only
showed that he had not seen the ultimate truth and had not escaped the conﬁnes of
normal thought. Hui Neng, though illiterate, is said immediately to have sensed the
inadequacy of the vision conveyed by this poem when he overheard it being recited
by another monk and to have composed a reply to the poem on the spot (see the
box “Hui Neng’s Poem of Enlightenment”).
The monks, it is said, were astounded by the words of this twenty-three-yearold illiterate, who had not yet even been admitted into the meditation hall. The ﬁfth
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Hui Neng’s Poem of Enlightenment
Hui Neng’s spontaneous poem in answer to the request by the ﬁfth patriarch of Ch’an Buddhism revealed immediately that he saw the fundamental
nature of truth:

Since all is voidness from the beginning
Where can the dust alight?
Hui Neng intimates here that the ultimate reality or
truth is beyond all conceptualization.

Fundamentally no bodhi-tree exists
Nor the frame of a mirror bright.

patriarch was moved as well and immediately recognized Hui Neng as his successor. Perceiving the possibility of jealousy and anger among the monks, he is said to
have had Hui Neng come to him in the middle of the night to receive the robe and
bowl symbolic of his new status as sixth patriarch and to learn the wisdom of the
Diamond Sutra. According to tradition, Hung-jen, the ﬁfth patriarch, convinced
that the truth of the Buddha-Dharma (ultimate reality) would ultimately prevail
through Hui Neng, instructed Hui Neng to leave the monastery immediately and
to remain in hiding until he was ready to teach.
What is the ultimate Dharma (reality/truth /law)? Hui Neng gave it a number
of different titles: the Self-Nature, the Buddha-Dharma, the Real Nature, and the
eternal and unchanging Tao (note the Taoist inﬂuence implicit in the last name).
All things, he said, are in reality one: there are no “things.” Human thought and
understanding, to make sense of a totality that cannot be grasped at once, impose
categories, contrasts, and distinctions on reality (including thirty-six basic pairs of
contrasts or opposites, such as light and darkness, yin and yang, birth and death,
good and bad, and so on). But in truth there is only one thing, the Real Nature,
and, as it is in itself, it exists prior to any distinctions or categorizations; it is (so to
speak) beyond good and evil, permanence and impermanence, content and form.
It is an absolute state of “suchness” that neither comes nor goes, neither increases
nor decreases, neither is born nor dies. It is exactly as it is: it is reality and truth (see
the box “Hui Neng on Life and Truth”).
According to Hui Neng, though this ultimate reality or truth is in principle accessible to all, it remains hidden to many of us because we are focused on false
attachments and selﬁsh interests: in short, we lack a balanced, objective outlook.
And, as a result of this imbalance in our perspective, our efforts too are one-sided
in pursuit of our goals. Hui Neng made it his purpose to free humans from selﬁsh,
one-sided visions of reality. His recommendation was for a state of “no-thought”
or “mindlessness,” in which the mind does not impose itself on the truth but,
rather, remains open and spontaneous — a mirror reﬂecting the wisdom inherent
in reality, one that reﬂects but does not impede the ﬂow of events.
To deepen one’s spirit, he said, is to live in harmony with the true or “selfnature” of all things. When the mind is right, it thinks without bias or partiality and
is thus considerate of the needs of each and every thing.
The blend of Taoist, Confucian, and Buddhist precepts is very much in evidence in Hui Neng’s thought.
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Hui Neng on Life and Truth
As mentioned in the text, Hui Neng sought out the
ﬁfth patriarch of Ch’an Buddhism, Master Hungjen, who eventually conﬁrmed Hui Neng’s insight
into the truth and appointed him his successor. On
meeting the ﬁfth patriarch, Hui Neng is said to have
said: “I confess to Your Reverence that I feel wisdom constantly springing from my own heart and
mind. So long as I do not stray from my nature, I
carry within me the ﬁeld of bliss.”
Other interesting quotations of Hui Neng as to
life and truth are as follows:
How could I expect that the self-nature is in
and of itself so pure and quiet! How could I
expect that the self-nature is in and of itself
unborn and undying! How could I expect that
the self-nature is in and of itself self-sufﬁcient,
with nothing lacking in it! How could I expect
that the self-nature is in and of itself immutable
and imperturbable! How could I expect that
the self-nature is capable of giving birth to all
dharmas [laws]!

The Bodhi or Wisdom, which constitutes our
self-nature, is pure from the beginning. We
need only use our mind to perceive it directly
to attain Buddhahood.
One Reality is all Reality.
Our original nature is Buddha, and apart from
this nature there is no other Buddha. Within,
keep the mind in perfect harmony with the selfnature; without, respect all other men. This is
surrender to and reliance of one’s self.
Light and darkness are two different things in
the eyes of the ordinary people. But the wise
and understanding ones possess as penetrating
insight that there can be no duality in the selfnature. The Non-dual nature is the Real Nature . . . both its [the Real Nature’s] essence
and its manifestations are in the absolute state
of suchness. Eternal and unchanging, we call it
the Tao.

Buddhism in Japan
At this point we depart from China for Japan, where Zen was introduced from
China. As you have seen, under Hui Neng, Zen emerged as a distinct and separate
Buddhist sect that combined elements of Indian Buddhist and Chinese thought.
When it traveled to Japan, the sect was inﬂuenced by Japanese culture as well.
Medieval Japan was like the U.S.A. of Asia: a melting pot of philosophical and
religious views. For men, the mixture of Asian philosophies probably was good
enough, but its effect on women was less fortunate. If there were a recipe for medieval Japanese philosophy, it would read as follows:
1 cup Shinto animism
4 Buddhist Noble Truths
1 yin
1 yang
1 handful Confucian virtues
1 Mahayana Buddhist doctrine of the void
Mix all ingredients well, apply liberally to everyone. Prepares men for salvation.
Prepares women for reincarnation as men.

Such recipes can give a reader only a broad idea of some main elements in Japanese Buddhism at the time and must not be taken as an exclusive or exhaustive
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treatment. By the late ninth century, Japanese culture reﬂected an unequal mixture
of Shinto, Confucianism, Taoism, and Zen Buddhism (and its Mahayana branch,
and its branches, Tendai and Shigon). Why was this recipe so unfortunate for
women? (See the section on Murasaki Shikibu, following.) What are these ingredients? You already are familiar with most of them, other than Shinto and Mahayana.
Shinto, an ancient native religion of Japan, related humans to the kami, or
gods of nature, that created the universe. People were said to be just another part
of the physical universe. The Japanese language did not even have a word for nature as something distinct from humans. People were regarded as “thinking reeds”
completely identiﬁed with and part of the natural and divine universe. Such a view
is called animism.
People’s duties were derived through their blood relationships. You were
connected to the gods of nature through your ancestor’s clan and through the divine clan of the Mikado, who was both national high priest and head of state. The
Japanese word for government, matsuri-goto, means “things pertaining to worship.” So there was no conceptual difference between religion, ethics, and government. And there was no conceptual difference between people and other natural
objects.
Mahayana Buddhism was just a twist on Zen. It was introduced into Japan in
the late sixth century, when Japan lost its territory in Korea, and its ally, the Paekche
Kingdom, suffered military defeat. Many Korean war refugees, most of them
Buddhists, ﬂed to Japan, where their religion gained acceptance among Japanese
diplomats and aristocrats. Prince Shotoku (his name means “sovereign moral authority”) made it the ofﬁcial religion of Japan, incorporating it into Shinto. Shinto
connected you to your historical, anthropological past; Mahayana Buddhism connected you to the present and to the future eternity. It incorporated the Confucian
virtues of ﬁlial piety, veneration of ancestors, duties based on rank and position,
honesty, and so forth. (Taoism, too, ﬁt in nicely, with its views about the oneness
of humans and nature, spiritual freedom, and peace — not to mention yin /yang
emphasis on orderliness and balance.)
Mahayana saw humanity uniﬁed through spiritual enlightenment, in the worship of one god, who, as luck would have it, turned out to be the Mikado, the greatest earthly kami. This was the form of Buddhism adopted by Japanese aristocracy.
The higher up the sociopolitical aristocracy you were, the closer you were to god —
and thus the theory did not displace aristocrats.
This brings us to Murasaki.

Murasaki Shikibu
Murasaki Shikibu [MOO-ruh-sah-kee shih-kih-boo] (970 –1031) lived at the
height of the Mahayana Buddhist inﬂuence in Japan. And while all Japanese shared
this philosophical heritage, not all shared social and political equality.
The Tendai sect of Mahayana Buddhism held that the closer you were to the
Mikado, the greater was your potential for moral excellence and for admission to
the Western Paradise (heaven). But in Buddhism, women generally were considered to be of lesser moral worth than men. Women could achieve salvation, or
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PROFILE: Murasaki Shikibu (970 – 1031)
Murasaki Shikibu, or Lady Murasaki,
as she is sometimes called, is an important Japanese, Shinto, Buddhist, and
feminist philosopher. Murasaki Shikibu is almost certainly not her real
name, however. She was given the
nickname “Murasaki” because the real
author strongly resembled a character
by that name in the book she wrote.
Murasaki came from a literary family
of the Fujiwara clan. In Japan at that
time, it was forbidden for women to
study Chinese characters (the original
written form of Japanese language). Murasaki
learned young how to read Chinese characters by
hanging around when her brother was being tutored.
She eventually entered court service in the entourage

of the teenaged empress Joto-Mon’in
Shoshi, to whom Murasaki secretly
taught Chinese. Learning how to read
gave Murasaki access to the forbidden
literatures of religion and philosophy.
In addition to some poetry, Murasaki left two works: a diary, Murasaki
Shikibu Nikki, and an epic philosophical novel, Genji Monogatari. Despite
the fact that it was written centuries
before the invention of the printing
press, once it was printed, Tale of
Genji (as it is also known) never went
out of print. It has been translated into more than
thirty languages. Murasaki’s primary philosophical
interest was with the moral status of women under
Japanese Buddhist ethics.

reach the psychological state of nirvana that would prepare them to enter the Western Paradise, but only after reincarnation as a male.
The fact that you were a woman was evidence that in a past life you had been
a male who was now making up for a past life lacking in virtue. In the Buddhist
doctrine of reincarnation, a good woman can hope at best for reincarnation as a
man. After a lifetime as a virtuous man, it would be possible to achieve salvation
and enter heaven. Women, no matter their virtue, could not hope for salvation, as
Murasaki says:
But then someone with as much to atone for as myself may not qualify for salvation; there are so many things that serve to remind one of the transgressions of a
former existence. Ah, the wretchedness of it all!

Murasaki’s women characters illustrated just how hopeless life was for Japanese women, especially those who thought about things like self-identity, morality,
free will and determinism, predestination and salvation. Judging from the popularity of her very long book, Tale of Genji, and the fact that it was initially circulated a
chapter at a time among aristocratic women (obviously, many had learned how to
read Chinese characters on the sly), a lot of Japanese women did care about these
philosophical issues.
Murasaki kept the basic recipe we gave in the “Buddhism in Japan” section,
but she changed the directions and added a few ingredients. Here is Murasaki’s
version of the recipe:
1 cup Shinto animism
4 Buddhist Noble Truths
1 yin
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1 yang
1 handful Confucian virtues
1 Mahayana Buddhist doctrine of the void
1 lifetime of spiritual enlightenment
Mix all ingredients well with a strong, feminist hand. Contemplate for a lifetime
with as much detachment from worldly distractions as possible. (Become a nun if
you can.) Use as an antidote to determinist misogynist elements of Tendai. With
lifelong use, women may achieve salvation.

Murasaki’s version of the recipe added the importance of spiritual enlightenment
and contemplation. She also emphasized the virtues of simplicity and detachment
from worldly possessions.
In sharp contrast to the views of women present in Buddhism and reﬂected in
Japanese culture, Murasaki’s female characters struggled with the problem that
in Japanese culture and Buddhist religion women existed only as predestined, natural objects.
Murasaki’s main character, Ukifune (which means “loose boat,” “loose
woman,” or “person with no direction and uncertain destination”— you get the
idea), becomes so depressed following a rape that she attempts to commit suicide,
but she is saved by a monk, against the advice of other monks who think she should
be allowed to drown.
Everyone, especially other women, has told Ukifune that she cannot do anything about the rape and its social consequences; it is just her fate. There is no hope
for her other than to become a prostitute. Ukifune rages against the double injustice: ﬁrst, she is just an object to a man who forcibly rapes her; second, she is
punished socially for having been wronged. Rather than accept her fate, she challenges her destiny through suicide, hoping for reincarnation as a man.
But her rescue, although also attributed by the monk to fate, leads her to a path
of religious contemplation. Ultimately, she becomes a nun — but not an ordinary
nun performing public service. Ukifune spends her life contemplating life’s meaning and seeking enlightenment. Ultimately, a lifetime of contemplation will reveal
to her that she can control her destiny through self-knowledge.
Murasaki’s women characters struggle to become free, responsible moral
agents who assert that they have natural rights. They also assume moral responsibilities to others. Although Murasaki rejected mainstream Buddhism’s view of
women, her philosophy represents a minority Buddhist view that women are moral
agents who, instead of blaming fate, can assume moral responsibility for their actions. Murasaki held that women should challenge their karma (destiny) and take
control of their own lives by engaging in what were then forbidden, illegal activities
such as reading the sutras (secret doctrines and sacred teachings) of the great
Buddhist monks.
Murasaki’s personal decision to become a nun and to read the sutras was the
product of a wager that was worthy of Pascal (see Chapter 13):
The time too is ripe. If I get much older my eyesight will surely weaken to the
point that I shall be unable to read the sutras, and my spirits will fail. It may seem
that I am merely going through the motions of being a true believer, but I assure
you that I can think of little else at the present moment.
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Zen Buddhism in Japan
There are two major forms of Zen Buddhism in
contemporary Japan: Rinzai Zen and Soto Zen.
Over the centuries, each has mutually inﬂuenced
the other. The difference between the two has more
to do with method than with doctrine. Both seek enlightenment apart from the scriptures.
Rinzai Zen, named after the famous Zen monk
Rinzai (785 – 867) seeks sudden enlightenment, as
preached by Hui Neng. To achieve the satori, or
enlightenment experience, koans are often used in
addition to sitting in meditation (zazen). Koans are
illogical, even nonsensical, puzzles that are designed
to break the stranglehold of conceptual thought so

that the absolute, indivisible truth or reality may be
suddenly and utterly seen or intuited. Among the
most famous of all koans is “What is the sound of
one hand clapping?”
The Soto Zen tradition places less emphasis on
sudden enlightenment and tends not to use koans.
As exempliﬁed by Dogen, enlightenment is to be
found slowly through zazen (meditation) and also
by performing all daily duties in the same state of
awareness as when sitting in zazen. This tradition
recognizes no single moment of satori, for enlightenment is believed to be possible in all moments.

By understanding and living according to what Murasaki argued was the true
meaning of Buddhism, women could achieve a state of contemplation that is compatible with reaching nirvana. Under Murasaki’s philosophy, women need not be
content to wait until they have been reincarnated as males to begin the difﬁcult and
long process of philosophical enlightenment. They can begin that process in this
life by living, as do men, according to the teachings of Shinto and Buddhism. It
should be taken into account that there have been more positive developments regarding women’s status in Japanese Buddhism, especially recently.

Dogen Kigen
By age fourteen, Dogen [DOE-gen] (1200 –1253) was already a monk. He eventually became dissatisﬁed with the decadent state of Tendai Buddhism, which, being egalitarian and anti-elitist in nature, adopted many popular rituals like
chanting the name of Amitabba Buddha. Tendai Buddhism was a Japanese
variation of the T’ien-t’ai School of Buddhism in China. It was introduced into
Japan in the ninth century. Its basic notion is that all phenomena are expressions
of the absolute oneness or suchness (tathatā). Dogen therefore sought out a
Tendai monk, Eisei, who had twice traveled to China to study Ch’an Buddhism.
Eisei died soon after the encounter with Dogen, but Dogen continued his studies
for nine years under Eisei’s successor, Myozen. Afterward, Dogen went to China
himself to deepen his studies, and eventually he came under the tutelage of
Ju-Ching, at T’ien T’ung Shan monastery. After ﬁve years, he returned to Japan
in 1227.
Dogen continued to teach and write in monasteries in and around the old capital city of Kyoto until 1243. During this time, he came increasingly in conﬂict with
the predominant Tendai tradition and eventually withdrew into the mountains to
establish the Eikei monastery. To this day, Eikeiji is the principal monastery of the
Soto branch of Japanese Zen Buddhism.
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Dogen’s Prescriptions for Virtuous Activity
Dogen, a Zen monk since early youth who traveled
to China for further studies, gained a reputation as
a strict teacher. His writings have had a profound
inﬂuence up to the present day. Many of his works
have been translated into English and have played
an important part in the growth of Zen Buddhism.
The following are his prescriptions for virtuous
activity.
To plow deep but plant shallow is the way to
a natural disaster. When you help yourself
and harm others, how could there be no
consequence?
Everyone has the nature of Buddha; do not
foolishly demean yourself.
Even worldly people, rather than study many
things at once without really becoming accomplished in any of them, should just do one thing
well and study enough to be able to do it even
in the presence of others.
While simply having the appearance of an ordinary person of the world, one who goes on harmonizing the inner mind is a genuine aspirant
to the Way. Therefore as an Ancient said, “Inside empty, outside accords.” What this means
is to have no selﬁsh thought in the inner mind,
while the outer appearance goes along with
others.
Emperor Wen of Sui said, “Secretly cultivate
virtue, await fulﬁllment.” . . . If one just cultivates the work of the Way, the virtues of the
Way will appear outwardly of their own accord.

To practice the appropriate activity and maintain bearing means to abandon selﬁsh clinging. . . . The essential meaning of this is to have
no greed or desire.
Students of the Way, do not think of waiting for
a later day to practice the Way. Without letting
this day and this moment pass by, just work
from day to day, moment to moment.
It is written (in the Vinaya), “What is praised
as pure in character is called good; what is
scorned as impure in character is called bad.”
It is also said, “That which would incur pain is
called bad; that which should bring about happiness is called good.”
In this way should one carefully discriminate; seeing real good, one should practice it,
and seeing real evil, one should shun it.
Jade becomes a vessel by carving and polishing.
A man becomes humane by cultivation and
polish. What gem has highlights to begin with?
What person is clever at the outset? You must
carve and polish, train and cultivate them.
Humble yourselves and do not relax your study
of the Way.
There is a saying of Confucius: “You can’t be
apart from the Way for even a second. If you
think you are apart from it, that’s not the Way.”
He also said, “As the sages have no self, everything is themselves.”

Many of life’s numerous problems, Dogen realized, are not easily solvable.
There is, for example, the problem of the impermanence of life. Life passes like
the rush of a spring stream, ﬂowing on, day after day, and then it is gone. Dogen
therefore urged humans not to waste a single second. Time must be utilized in a
worthy pursuit, a single objective that merits an all-out effort. The life goal must
be nothing small, selﬁsh, or narrow-minded. It must be chosen from a broad perspective and with an eye to beneﬁting others as well as oneself. Dogen’s philosophy is, in essence, a prescription for an unwasted or noble life, a life of happiness
here and now.
It is difﬁcult, of course, Dogen realized, to choose how to live and equally
difﬁcult, if not more so, to carry out that choice. One lives in an uncertain and
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hurried world, and “our minds go racing about like horses running wild in the
ﬁelds, while our emotions remain unmanageable like monkeys swinging in the
trees.” The rapidity of life and the uncertainty of its course makes people’s lives full
of torment and confusion. They do not understand its nature or how best to manage themselves.
Moreover, according to Dogen, the mind overwhelmed by a world not understood seeks safety in selﬁsh and self-protective acts. Life is perceived as a succession of real and suspected dangers, and it is viewed in stark contrasts of good
and bad, right and wrong, black and white. This perception of the world is what
Dogen called the “Lesser Vehicle,” and it arises out of ignorance and fear. The ignorant, fearful mind constructs a list of things deemed bad and to be avoided, and
anger and resentment are felt toward perceived sources of danger. The individual
caught in a dark and threatening world he does not understand ﬁnds little rest or
peace, and doing violence to himself or others is a frequent consequence of his
entrapment.
This state of malcontent, according to Dogen, in which the world is perceived in terms of stark and fearful divisions, remains with the individual until
he or she achieves clariﬁcation about the true nature of things. But everyone,
Dogen said, has the nature of Buddha. Everyone can see the truth and live calmly
and peacefully in its presence. It is simply necessary to abandon the selﬁsh and
narrow perspective in favor of the broad and unbiased view, in which the mind
is expanded beyond the limitations of divisive categories like good/bad and desirable/undesirable, in which greed gives way to generosity, self-serving to otherserving. It is necessary to see things as the ancient sages did, from the perspective
of the universe or “Buddha-Dharma” or “universal Self.” To do this is to practice
the Great Way.
Understanding from this broad perspective, Dogen thought, also involves acceptance — going along with things, following the Way. This, he said, is the wisdom of emptiness — allowing things to be, without exercising any preference or
desire whatsoever. The similarity to the philosophy of Chuang Tzu is evident.
How does one acquire this perspective of the universal Self? For Dogen, the
answer is practice — seeking to help others without reward or praise, caring for
others as a parent would. If one makes a continuous effort to do all things with a
parental mind and without seeking proﬁt or praise, then one’s life will be suffused
with the attitude of a “Joyful Mind,” in which life takes on a buoyancy and lightness that cannot be diminished by any external event.
Dogen endeavored to set forth a way to achieve permanent joy in this life, a way
of living that enables the human to achieve a majestic dignity, uncompromisable
nobility of character, and peace. “No one or anything could ever make merit decay
in any way,” he said. In his precepts, Dogen continued the tradition begun by
Chuang Tzu, Lao Tzu, and Hui Neng. Life does involve suffering, pain, and transience. But despite the presence of these and of evil too, life, if lived according to
the Tao, should be a joyful and fulﬁlling event. Dogen urged, “Rejoice in your birth
in the world.” If one does not escape the fears and insecurities of the small self, life
is a torment. But if one lives as would the Magnanimous Mind, then one is living
out the truth of the Way itself — the Way of the Buddha-Dharma.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE SAMUR AI ( C . 1100 – 1900)
Japan’s warrior class, the samurai, were also the ruling class for long periods of
time. Their wisdom was transmitted in the form of martial precepts, the earliest
dating to the twelfth century or earlier. These precepts were handed down the generations within the class, and they were often used to train the samurai and to teach
them the art of bushido, that is, the art of being a samurai warrior. According to
William Scott Wilson’s Ideals of the Samurai, the word bushi (samurai warrior) is
ﬁrst recorded in an early history of Japan, one dated 797 c.e. These educated warriors served at the time in close attendance to the nobility. The weakness of civil
government, however, led to the practice of clans and private estates developing
their own armies and to increasing involvement by samurai in government. The
warrior class eventually replaced the court aristocracy, and the late twelfth century
marked the beginning of warrior-class rule, which lasted seven hundred years.
The literature of the samurai tradition has inﬂuenced all areas of Japanese
thought and behavior. Westerners who have wished to understand the basis of the
Japanese economic “miracle” since World War II have looked to such samurai
classics as Miyamoto Musashi’s A Book of Five Rings and Yamamoto Tsunetomo’s
Hagakure. The writings concerning the samurai tradition have become popular
and widely read among business executives and entrepreneurs in the West as well
as being used in business graduate schools. A recent American ﬁlm, Ghost Dog,
has sought to apply the teachings of the samurai to American life. Also inﬂuential
in determining the samurai worldview were the Chinese classical views, including
the writings of Confucius, Lao Tzu, and Sun Tzu as well as the I Ching or Book of
Changes. Miyamoto Musashi [mee-yuh-moh-toh mu-sah-shee] (1584 –1645)
was one of Japan’s greatest swordsmen and military strategists. His ideas teach martial strategy, but they seem to lend themselves equally well to business methods and
to life generally. Yamamoto Tsunetomo [yah-muh-moh-toh tsu-neh-toh-moh]
(1659 –1719) served only a short time as a retainer before his master died. Thereafter, he withdrew from the world and lived as a recluse studying Zen Buddhism.
During the ﬁnal years of his life, his thoughts on the essence of the samurai way
of life were written down and preserved (see the box “Samurai Insights from Yamamoto Tsunetomo, Hagakure”). The ideals of the samurai tradition have endured
and still determine to no small extent the life and thought of modern-day Japan.
The worldview expressed in Tsunetomo’s Hagakure will be familiar to readers
of the material on Dogen. Human life at best Tsunetomo sees as “a short affair.”
No time may be squandered without regret and loss. Yet brevity is not what makes
life so difﬁcult and painful; this effect comes rather from life’s uncertainty. Humans
exist in a world of constant and unpredictable change.
When these changes are not anticipated, the result is often disastrous. Therefore, a samurai must train himself to be ready at all times for anything that may
happen. He must train to anticipate all eventualities and deal with them before they
become a problem. A samurai precept is “Win beforehand.”
According to Tsunetomo, not only the uncertainty of events is problematic, but
also human beings themselves are often ﬂawed, ignorant, selﬁsh, and unreasonable.
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Samurai Insights from Yamamoto Tsunetomo, Hagakure
Everything in this world is a marionette show.
[The samurai] remains undistracted twenty-four
hours a day.

If one will rectify his mistakes, their traces will
soon disappear.

A samurai’s word is harder than metal.

At a glance, every individual’s own measure of dignity is manifested just as it is.

The Way of the samurai is in desperateness. Ten
or more men cannot kill such a man.

One cannot accomplish things simply with
cleverness.

With an intense, fresh, and undelaying spirit, one
will make his judgment within the space of seven
breaths. It is a matter of being determined and
having the spirit to break right through to the other
side.

By being impatient, matters are damaged and
great works cannot be done. If one considers
something not to be a matter of time, it will be
done surprisingly quickly.

If one will do things for the beneﬁt of others
and meet even those whom he has met often
before in a ﬁrst-time manner, he will have no bad
relationships.

People become imbued with the idea that the
world has come to an end and no longer put forth
any effort. This is a shame. There is no fault in the
times.

A samurai’s obstinacy should be excessive.

When I face the enemy, of course it is like being in
the dark. But if at that time I tranquilize my mind,
it becomes like a night lit by a pale moon. If I begin my attack from that point, I feel as though I
will not be wounded.

It is natural that one cannot understand deep and
hidden things. Those things that are easily understood are rather shallow.
Courage is gritting one’s teeth . . . and pushing
ahead, paying no attention to the circumstances.
There is nothing other than the single purpose of
the present moment.
I never knew about winning . . . but only about not
being behind in a situation.
There is nothing that one should suppose cannot
be done.
One must be resolved in advance.

A man’s life should be as toilsome as possible.

It is the highest sort of victory to teach your opponent something that will be to his beneﬁt.
Win ﬁrst, ﬁght later.
There is nothing so painful as regret.
Money is a thing that will be there when asked for.
A good man is not so easily found.
Meditation on inevitable death should be performed daily. . . . It is to consider oneself as dead
beforehand.

Human life is a short affair. It is better to live
doing the things that you like.

Accordingly, the samurai must learn to be self-reliant. He cannot and does not depend on others acting properly. He knows that human beings will not always act either reasonably or justly. He is prepared for treachery and cowardice and awaits their
arrival. Only by practicing alertness and bravery can a samurai avoid wasting his life.
Because of the uncertainty of the world and the unreliability of the human
character, the samurai must learn the arts of war as well as the arts of peace. Human
beings, like states, must be able to defend themselves. Kuroda Nagamasa (1568 –
1623), known as a great military strategist, wrote: “The arts of peace and the arts of
war are like the wheels of a cart which, lacking one, will have difﬁculty in standing.”
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The samurai strives to realize Confucius’s notion of the complete man, who
is both scholar and warrior. Life requires constant training and learning. Without learning, a person would be ignorant of what is necessary; without hard training, he would be unable to carry the necessary actions into effect quickly and
efﬁciently. The samurai works hard to know where his duty lies and to carry it out
“unﬂinchingly.” To do this, he hardens himself to suffering. He welcomes death if
it comes in pursuit of duty (see the box “Courage and Poetry”). He learns to abhor luxury and considerations of money in order not to be attached to them or to
life generally.
An important part of the samurai’s study is past traditions, particularly the
Confucian and other classical Chinese philosophies, and Zen Buddhism. These
determine and shape bushi and are in turn uniﬁed and synthesized by bushi into a
single, effective way of life.

The Inﬂuence of Confucius
The model of the perfect samurai closely shadows the Confucian idea of the complete man. He is a scholar warrior, literate yet deeply knowledgeable about practical affairs. He knows that life involves change and that survival depends on
understanding the inner workings of change. Although a few samurai teachers
emphasized the art of war and the ways of increasing courage, more usual is the
view of the Hagakure. Here the samurai is called on to develop his knowledge of
whatever might be useful, “querying every item night and day.” Above all, he must
understand the Confucian principle of the Mean: more than merely the middle way
between two extremes, the Mean is the universal standard that determines what is
right and appropriate. The wise samurai reads the sayings of the ancients as the
best way to ﬁnd out what the Mean recommends and how best to follow it.
For Confucius, the three basic and interrelated qualities to be pursued are humanity, wisdom, and courage. According to the samurai tradition, these virtues allow those who have them to enjoy a useful life of service as well as a life free from
anxiety and fear.
As Confucius also prescribed, the samurai should be ﬁlial, making every effort
to respect and honor his parents; he should be polite, discreet in manners and conduct, proper in dress and speech, and upright and sincere. He must not lie. There
is the story, for example, of the samurai who refused to take an oath because the
word of the samurai is more certain than any oath.
In historical Japan, those who possessed these qualities exhibited enormous
dignity. The samurai’s dignity displayed itself in every action and in every word.
His solemn behavior and resoluteness frequently struck fear in the ordinary observer. The samurai code sought to create a character that was ﬂawless in behavior
and taut in spirit.
Another samurai virtue had its roots in the philosophy of Confucius: the samurai was to be economical and, as noted, to avoid luxury. He was to save what he
could, but only with an eye to using it on campaign when it was needed.
Because of his virtues, the samurai could be expected to establish and maintain an ordered state in the midst of the most chaotic times. His own steady and un-
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Courage and Poetry
Samurai warriors often sought to discipline their
spirit and free themselves from fear by training with
Buddhist masters. At various times, samurai and
Zen monks both used poetry, especially short forms
of poetry like haiku, to test the strength and validity of their insight into truth. At a critical moment,
just before death, for example, a trainee was expected spontaneously to write a poem that revealed
his perfect freedom under all circumstances, as well
as the depth of his insight. He was expected to remain calm, clear-headed, and imperturbable even at
the point of a sword. There are stories of captured
warriors being spared death if they were sufﬁciently
intrepid and their poem manifested deep wisdom.
The greatest of all the Japanese haiku writers was
Basho [bah-sho] (1644 –1694). He was deeply involved with Zen, and his death poem is regarded as
profound:
Stick on a journey,
Yet over withered ﬁelds
Dreams wander on.

Dogen also gives an example of the genre:
Scarecrow in the hillock
Paddyﬁeld
How unaware! How useful!
Here are two more poems considered to reveal
the deep insight and spontaneous expression of the
truly free individual:
Coming and going, life and death:
A thousand hamlets, a million houses.
Don’t you get the point?
Moon in the water, blossom in the sky.
— Gizan (1802 –1878)
Fifty-four years I’ve entered [taught]
Horses, donkeys, saving limitless beings.
Now farewell, farewell!
And don’t forget — apply yourselves.
— Jisso (1851–1904)

shakable behavior would then serve as a model to be trusted and followed by all
others. This, of course, is a Confucian theme.

The Inﬂuence of Zen Buddhism
It is slightly ironic that members of the warrior class in Japan went to Zen monks
for training, for Zen monks dedicated their lives to saving all living beings.
Kamakura, a Zen center that dates back as far as the thirteenth century, was especially noted for training samurai warriors. Perhaps the most famous instance of this
relationship was the inﬂuence of the Zen monk Takuan (1573 –1645) on two of
Japan’s greatest swordsmen and strategists, Miyamoto Musashi and Yagyu Munenori [YAH-gyu mu-neh-NOH-ree] (1571–1646). All three men produced classic
works that were used in the training of samurai.
The samurai, recall, were warriors who trained themselves to be ready at any
moment to ﬁght to the death. The ability to ﬁght, of course, is frequently hampered
by fear; for fear, if it does not paralyze a ﬁghter completely, may well prevent the
lightning-fast response that may be the difference between winning and losing.
Though samurai engaged in ceaseless martial arts training, a state of fearlessness
sometimes escaped even the best of them. Some samurai, therefore, sought out
Zen masters to free themselves of their own fear.
Fear, according to the Zen Buddhist, arises from an excessive attachment or
clinging to things and to life generally, a perspective of possessiveness from which
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The Magniﬁcent Seven

One of the most popular Hollywood movies of
all time was the 1960 John Sturges western, The
Magniﬁcent Seven, a story about seven gunslingers
hired by a Mexican village as protection against a
band of cutthroat bandits who preyed on the helpless villagers. Unknown to many American audiences at the time, the ﬁlm was a remake of Akira
Kurosawa’s The Seven Samurai (1954), which at
one point had been titled The Magniﬁcent Seven for

release in the United States. Kurosawa’s story about
a sixteenth-century Japanese village that hires professional warriors to protect them depicts the martial skill, humaneness, and strict sense of justice and
honor of the samurai, whose virtues enable them to
confront adversity unﬂinchingly and victoriously.
Sturges’s movie helped focus attention in America
on Kurosawa’s ﬁlm, which in turn led to much interest in the United States in the samurai tradition.

anything and everything is viewed as a threat. The remedy to fear — the samurai
learned from the Zen masters — is to free oneself from attachments and personal
preferences, to rid oneself of the desire to possess anything, including life itself.
The samurai was taught to overcome himself, so to speak — to free himself from
all thoughts of gain or loss. He was taught to accept what happens without joy or
sadness, without complaint, and even without resignation. This hard lesson was
thought to require constant meditation on death so that the warrior was ready to
“die completely without hesitation or regret.”
In this way Zen training sought to rid the samurai of the self-imposed paralysis of fear. Both the Zen and the samurai traditions shared the same ideal: to attain
an unobstructed state of instant, untainted response. For the samurai this state of mind
was the key to total preparedness.
The samurai tradition therefore emphasized that through a vigorous training
of the body and the mind the individual can perfect his character to respond immediately to any situation. Such training can create a resolute single-mindedness,
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in which the present moment is all there is and the present action alone is real, that
is both efﬁcient and powerful.
The ultimate goal of both Zen Buddhist and samurai training is the state of
mushin, that is, the state of no mind, no thought. This is a state of awareness beyond calculation in which one moves “no-mindedly” in the here and now, doing
exactly what is appropriate without any hesitation. This mind is the “secret” of the
great swordsmen like Musashi and Yagyu Munenori.
The samurai tradition, together with Confucianism and Zen Buddhism, provided the Japanese with a noble ideal of character, a context in which the efﬁciency
of Japanese society, and much of what is good and successful in Japan, may perhaps be understood. Certainly the vision of the noble person who trains all his life
to be of beneﬁt to others seems a fulﬁllment of the ideal of humanity put forward
by Confucius, Zen, and the samurai. However, the chauvinist nationalism of the
Japanese in World War II, the unquestioning obedience to authority, and the
gloriﬁcation of death may also perhaps be explained by reference to these same
inﬂuences. It is interesting to speculate what these traditions might have yielded,
what their effect on Japanese society might have been, if they had been stripped of
their authoritarian and excessively militaristic qualities. Confucius seeks to delineate his notion of humanity ( jen) in terms of what constitutes a superior human
being.
Early in its history, Taoism had a relatively strong inﬂuence on rulers in China.
But as Confucianism replaced it as the dominant value system within society, beginning with the T’ang dynasty (618 –906), it increasingly focused on religious
functions, an area in which it eventually had to compete with Buddhism. More and
more, Taoism came to encompass magic, soothsaying, and incantations for healing and for warding off evil spirits. To this day, Taoist priests perform ceremonies
at funerals and on other important occasions. Reportedly, Taoist hermits are still
living out the highest forms of Taoist practice in the mountains of China.
As Confucianism established itself as the dominant moral and political philosophy, the Confucian classics became the basis of civil service examination, and in
this way Confucianism became even further embedded into Chinese thinking. Between the eleventh and eighteenth centuries, there was a signiﬁcant Neoconfucian
movement, one of whose major ﬁgures was Wang Yang-ming (1472 –1529).
Confucianism received a severe blow from the Communist revolution in
1949, and Mao Tse-tung made it a repeated target for ridicule. This does not
mean that Mao was not himself inﬂuenced by Confucius both in his style of
writing and of ruling, nor does it mean that Mao was loathe to use Confucianism
to his own ends — for example, in transferring the individual’s family allegiance to
state allegiance. In any case, after Mao, Confucian thought is again making itself
apparent.
Chinese Buddhism developed a number of different schools from the fourth to
the ninth centuries. Ch’an Buddhism was especially powerful and innovative during the seventh to ninth centuries. Chinese Buddhist temples have provided religious services for the people from that time even until the present day. Further, the
inﬂuence of Ch’an Buddhism spread to Japan, where Zen Buddhism and other
forms of Buddhism have endured until the present. Currently, Zen Buddhism especially enjoys growing popularity in the United States and the West generally.
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SELECTION 15.1
Analects

Confucius

Book I
Chapter I. 1. The Master said, “Is it not pleasant to
learn with a constant perseverance and application?
2. “Is it not delightful to have friends coming
from distant quarters?
3. “Is he not a man of complete virtue, who feels
no discomposure though men may take no note
of him?”

Chap. VII. Tsze-hsiâ said, “If a man withdraws
his mind from the love of beauty, and applies it as
sincerely to the love of the virtuous; if, in serving
his parents, he can exert his utmost strength; if, in
serving his prince, he can devote his life; if, in his intercourse with his friends, his words are sincere:—
although men say that he has not learned, I will
certainly say that he has.”

Chap. II. 1. The philosopher Yû said, “They are
few who, being ﬁlial and fraternal, are fond of offending against their superiors. There have been
none, who, not liking to offend against their superiors, have been fond of stirring up confusion.
2. “The superior man bends his attention to
what is radical. That being established, all practical
courses naturally grow up. Filial piety and fraternal
submission!— are they not the root of all benevolent
actions?”

Chap. VIII. 1. The Master said, “If the scholar
be not grave, he will not call forth any veneration,
and his learning will not be solid.
2. “Hold faithfulness and sincerity as ﬁrst
principles.
3. “Have no friends not equal to yourself.
4. “When you have faults, do not fear to abandon them.”

Chap. III. The Master said, “Fine words and an
insinuating appearance are seldom associated with
true virtue.”
Chap. IV. The philosopher Tsaˇng said, “I daily
examine myself on three points:—whether, in transacting business for others, I may have been not
faithful;— whether, in intercourse with friends, I
may have been not sincere;— whether I may have
not mastered and practised the instructions of my
teacher.”
Chap. V. The Master said, “To rule a country
of a thousand chariots, there must be reverent attention to business, and sincerity; economy in expenditure, and love for men; and the employment
of the people at the proper seasons.”
Chap. VI. The Master said, “A youth, when at
home, should be ﬁlial, and, abroad, respectful to his
elders. He should be earnest and truthful. He
should overﬂow in love to all, and cultivate the
friendship of the good. When he has time and opportunity, after the performance of these things, he
should employ them in polite studies.”

Chap. IX. The philosopher Tsǎng said, “Let
there be a careful attention to perform the funeral
rites to parents, and let them be followed when
long gone with the ceremonies of sacriﬁce;— then
the virtue of the people will resume its proper
excellence.”
Chap. X. 1. Tsze-ch’in asked Tsze-kung, saying,
“When our master comes to any country, he does
not fail to learn all about its government. Does he
ask his information? Or is it given to him?”
2. Tsze-kung said, “Our master is benign, upright, courteous, temperate, and complaisant, and
thus he gets his information. The master’s mode of
asking information !— is it not different from that of
other men?”
Chap. XI. The Master said, “While a man’s father is alive, look at the bent of his will; when his
father is dead, look at his conduct. If for three years
he does not alter from the way of his father, he may
be called ﬁlial.”
Chap. XII. 1. The philosopher Yû said, “In
practising the rules of propriety, a natural ease is to
be prized. In the ways prescribed by the ancient
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kings, this is the excellent quality, and in things
small and great we follow them.
2. “Yet it is not to be observed in all cases. If one,
knowing how such ease should be prized, manifests
it, without regulating it by the rules of propriety, this
likewise is not to be done.”
Chap. XIII. The philosopher Yû said, “When
agreements are made according to what is right,
what is spoken can be made good. When respect is
shown according to what is proper, one keeps far
from shame and disgrace. When the parties upon
whom a man leans are proper persons to be intimate
with, he can make them his guides and masters.”
Chap. XIV. The Master said, “He who aims to
be a man of complete virtue in his food does not
seek to gratify his appetite, nor in his dwelling-place
does he seek the appliances of ease; he is earnest in
what he is doing, and careful in his speech; he frequents the company of men of principle that he may

be rectiﬁed:— such a person may be said indeed to
love to learn.”
Chap. XV. 1. Tsze-kung said, “What do you
pronounce concerning the poor man who yet does
not ﬂatter, and the rich man who is not proud?”
The Master replied, “They will do; but they are
not equal to him, who, though poor, is yet cheerful,
and to him, who, though rich, loves the rules of
propriety.”
2. Tsze-kung replied, “It is said in the Book of
Poetry, ‘As you cut and then ﬁle, as you carve and
then polish.’— The meaning is the same, I apprehend, as that which you have just expressed.”
3. The Master said, “With one like Ts’ze, I can
begin to talk about the odes. I told him one point,
and he knew its proper sequence.”
Chap. XVI. The Master said, “I will not be
afﬂicted at men’s not knowing me; I will be afﬂicted
that I do not know men.”

SELECTION 15.2
The Eightfold
Noble Path*
[The Eightfold Noble Path is at the heart of Buddhist
practice, ranging from moral mandates as to how to
live to the experience of the ultimate enlightenment and
blissful rapture.]
The Fourth Truth
The Noble Truth of the Path That
Leads to the Extinction of Suffering
(S.56) To give oneself up to indulgence in Sensual
Pleasure, the base, common, vulgar, unholy, unproﬁtable, and also to give oneself up to Selfmortiﬁcation, the painful, unholy, unproﬁtable; both
these two extremes the Perfect One has avoided and
found out the Middle Path which makes one both to

*“The Eightfold Noble Path,” from A Buddhist Bible edited by
Dwight Goddard, copyright 1938, renewed © 1966 by E. P.
Dutton. Used by permission of Dutton, a division of Penguin
Group (USA) Inc.

Buddha

see and to know, which leads to peace, to discernment, to enlightenment, to Nibbana.
It is the Noble Eightfold Path, the way that leads
to the extinction of suffering, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Right Understanding, Samma-ditthi
Right Mindedness, Samma-sankappa
Right Speech, Samma-vaca
Right Action, Samma-kammanta
Right Living, Samma-ajiva
Right Effort, Samma-vayama
Right Attentiveness, Samma-sati
Right Concentration, Samma-samadhi

This is the Middle Path which the Perfect One
has found out, which makes one both to see and to
know, which leads to peace, to discernment, to enlightenment, to Nibbana.
Free from pain and torture is this path, free from
groaning and suffering, it is the perfect path.
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(Dhp. 274 –75) Truly, like this path there is no
other path to the purity of insight. If you follow this
path, you will put an end to suffering.
(Dhp. 276) But each one has to struggle for himself,
the Perfect Ones have only pointed out the way.
(M. 26) Give ear then, for the Immortal is found. I
reveal, I set forth the Truth. As I reveal it to you, so
act! And that supreme goal of the holy life, for the
sake of which sons of good families go forth from
home to the homeless state: this you will, in no long
time, in this very life, make known to yourself, realise and attain to it.
First Step
Right Understanding
(D. 22) What now is Right Understanding?
1. To understand suffering; 2. to understand the
origin of suffering; 3. to understand the extinction
of suffering; 4. to understand the path that leads
to the extinction of suffering. This is called Right
Understanding.
(M.9) Or, when the noble disciple understands,
what demerit is and the root of demerit, what
merit is and the root of merit, then he has Right
Understanding.
What now is demerit?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Destruction of living beings is demerit.
Stealing is demerit.
Unlawful sexual intercourse is demerit.
Lying is demerit.
Tale-bearing is demerit.
Harsh language is demerit.
Frivolous talk is demerit.
Covetousness is demerit.
Ill-will is demerit.
Wrong views are demerit.

And what is the root of demerit? Greed is a root
of demerit; Anger is a root of demerit; Delusion is a
root of demerit.
(A.X.174) Therefore, I say, these demeritorious actions are of three kinds: either due to greed, or due
to anger, or due to delusion.
(M.9) What now is merit (kusala)?
1. To abstain from killing is merit.
2. To abstain from stealing is merit.
3. To abstain from unlawful sexual intercourse
is merit.
4. To abstain from lying is merit.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

To abstain from tale-bearing is merit.
To abstain from harsh language is merit.
To abstain from frivolous talk is merit.
Absence of covetousness is merit.
Absence of ill-will is merit.
Right understanding is merit.

And what is the Root of Merit? Absence of greed
is a root of merit; absence of anger is a root of merit;
absence of delusion is a root of merit.
(S.21 (5)) Or, when one understands that form,
feeling, perception, mental formations and consciousness are transient, (subject to suffering and
without an Ego) also in that case one possesses
Right Understanding. . . .
Second Step
Right Mindedness
(D.22) What now is Right Mindedness?
1. The thought free from lust.
2. The thought free from ill-will.
3. The thought free from cruelty.
This is called right mindedness.
(M.117) Now, right mindedness, let me tell you, is
of two kinds:
1. The thoughts free from lust, from ill-will, and
from cruelty:—this is called the Mundane Right
Mindedness, which yields worldly fruits and brings
good results.
2. But, whatsoever there is of thinking, considering, reasoning, thought, ratiocination, application —
the mind being holy, being turned away from the
world and conjoined with the path, the holy path
being pursued:— these Verbal Operations of the
mind are called the Ultramundane Right Mindedness, which is not of the world, but is ultramundane
and conjoined with the paths.
Now, in understanding wrong-mindedness as
wrong and right-mindedness as right, one practises
Right Understanding; and in making efforts to overcome evil mindedness, and to arouse right mindedness, one practises Right Effort; and in overcoming
evil-mindedness with attentive mind, and dwelling
with attentive mind in possession of right mindedness, one practises Right Attentiveness. Hence,
there are three things that accompany and follow
upon right mindedness, namely: right understanding, right effort, and right attentiveness.
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Third Step
Right Speech
(A.X. 176) What now is Right Speech?
1. There, someone avoids lying, and abstains
from it. He speaks the truth, is devoted to the truth,
reliable, worthy of conﬁdence, is not a deceiver of
men. Being at a meeting, or amongst people, or in
the midst of his relatives, or in a society, or in the
king’s court, and called upon and asked as witness,
to tell what he knows, he answers, if he knows nothing: I know nothing, and if he knows, he answers: I
know; if he has seen nothing, he answers: I have
seen nothing, and if he has seen, he answers: I have
seen. Thus, he never knowingly speaks a lie, neither
for the sake of his own advantage, nor for the sake
of another person’s advantage, nor for the sake of
any advantage whatsoever.
2. He avoids tale-bearing, and abstains from it.
What he has heard here, he does not repeat there, so
as to cause dissension there; and what he has heard
there, he does not repeat here, so as to cause dissension here. Thus he unites those that are divided,
and those that are united he encourages. Concord
gladdens him, he delights and rejoices in concord;
and it is concord that he spreads by his words.
3. He avoids harsh language, and abstains from
it. He speaks such words as are gentle, soothing to
the ear, loving, going to the heart, courteous and
dear, and agreeable to many.
4. He avoids vain talk, and abstains from it. He
speaks at the right time, in accordance with facts,
speaks what is useful, speaks about the law and the
discipline; his speech is like a treasure, at the right
moment accompanied by arguments, moderate and
full of sense.
This is called right speech. . . .
Fourth Step
Right Action
What now is Right Action?
(A.X. 176) 1. There someone avoids the killing
of living beings, and abstains from it. Without stick
or sword, conscientious, full of sympathy, he is anxious for the welfare of all living beings.
2. He avoids stealing, and abstains from it; what
another person possesses of goods and chattels in

the village or in the wood, that he does not take away
with thievish intent.
3. He avoids unlawful sexual intercourse, and
abstains from it. He has no intercourse with such
persons as are still under the protection of father,
mother, brother, sister or relatives, nor with married
women, nor female convicts, nor even with ﬂowerdecked (engaged) girls.
This is called right action.
(M. 117) Now right action, let me tell you, is of
two kinds:
1. Abstaining from killing, from stealing, and
from unlawful sexual intercourse:— this is called
the Mundane Right Action, which yields worldly
fruits and brings good results.
2. But the abhorrence of the practice of this
three-fold wrong action, the abstaining, withholding, refraining therefrom —the mind being holy, being turned away from the world and conjoined with
the path, the holy path being pursued:—this is
called the Ultramundane Right Action, which is not
of the world, but is ultramundane and conjoined
with the paths.
Now, in understanding wrong action as wrong,
and right action as right, one practises Right Understanding; and in making efforts to overcome
wrong action, and to arouse right action, one practises Right Effort; and in overcoming wrong action
with attentive mind, and dwelling with attentive
mind in possession of right action, one practises
Right Attentiveness. Hence, there are three things
that accompany and follow upon right action,
namely: right understanding, right effort, and right
attentiveness.
Fifth Step
Right Living
(D. 22) What now is Right Living?
When the noble disciple, avoiding a wrong living,
gets his livelihood by a right way of living, this is
called right living.
(M. 117) Now, right living, let me tell you, is of two
kinds:
1. When the noble disciple, avoiding wrong living, gets his livelihood by a right way of living:—
this is called the Mundane Right Living, which
yields worldly fruits and brings good results.
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2. But the abhorrence of wrong living, the abstaining, withholding, refraining therefrom — the
mind being holy, being turned away from the world
and conjoined with the path, the holy path being
pursued:— this is called the Ultramundane Right
Living (lokuttara-samma-ajiva), which is not of the
world, but is ultramundane and conjoined with the
paths.
Now, in understanding wrong living as wrong,
and right living as right, one practises Right Understanding; and in making efforts to overcome wrong
living, to arouse right living, one practises Right Effort; and in overcoming wrong living with attentive
mind, and dwelling with attentive mind in possession of right living, one practises Right Attentiveness. Hence, there are three things that accompany
and follow upon right living, namely: right understanding, right effort, and right attentiveness. . . .
Eighth Step
Right Concentration
(M. 44) What now is Right Concentration?
Fixation of the mind to a single object, (lit. Onepointedness of mind);— this is concentration.
The four Fundamentals of Attentiveness;—
these are the objects of concentration.
The four Great Efforts:— these are the requisites
for concentration.
The practising, developing and cultivating
of these things:—this is the Development of
concentration.
(M. 141) Detached from sensual objects, detached
from demeritorious things, the disciple enters into
the ﬁrst trance, which is accompanied by Verbal
Thought and Rumination, is born of Detachment,
and ﬁlled with Rapture and Happiness.
(M. 43) This ﬁrst trance is free from ﬁve things,
and ﬁve things are present: when the disciple enters

CHECKLIST
To help you review, here is a checklist of the key
philosophers and terms and concepts of this chapter. The brief descriptive sentences summarize the
philosophers’ leading ideas. Keep in mind that some
of these summary statements are oversimpliﬁcations of complex positions.

the ﬁrst trance, there have vanished (the 5 Hindrances): Lust, Ill-will, Torpor and Dullness, Restlessness and Mental Worry, Doubts; and there are
present: Verbal Thought, Rumination, Rapture,
Happiness, and Concentration.
(M. 27) And further: after the subsiding of verbal thought and rumination, and by the gaining
of inward tranquillisation and oneness of mind,
he enters into a state free from verbal thought
and rumination, the second trance, which is born
of Concentration and ﬁlled with Rapture and
Happiness.
And further: after the fading away of rapture, he
dwells in equanimity, attentive, clearly conscious,
and he experiences in his person that feeling, of
which the noble Ones say: Happy lives the man of
equanimity and attentive mind — thus he enters the
third trance.
And further: after the giving up of pleasure and
pain, and through the disappearance of previous joy
and grief, he enters into a state beyond pleasure and
pain, into the fourth trance, which is puriﬁed by
equanimity and attentiveness.
(S. 21 (1)) Develop your concentration; for he who
has concentration understands things according to
their reality. And what are these things? The arising
and passing away of bodily form, of feeling, perception, mental formations and consciousness.
(M. 149) Thus these ﬁve Aggregates of existence
must be wisely penetrated; delusion and craving
must be wisely abandoned; Tranquility and Insight must be wisely developed.
(S. 56) This is the Middle Path which the Perfect
One has discovered, which makes one both to see
and to know, and which leads to peace, to discernment, to enlightenment, to Nibbana.
(Dhp. 627) And following upon this path you will
put an end to suffering.

Philosophers
• Siddhartha Gautama Buddha, an Indian
prince and founder of Buddhism, sought the
causes of and cures for human suffering.
• Al-Kindi, a ninth-century Islamic thinker,
used Greek ideas to deﬁne God as an absolute
and transcendent being.
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• Al-Fārābı̄, a ninth-century Islamic philosopher, posited the philosopher-prophet as the
one providing the necessary illumination for his
society.
• Avicenna (Abū ‘Ali ibn-Sı̄nā), a tenthcentury Islamic thinker, felt that there is a
parallelism between philosophy and theology.
• Al-Ghazālı̄, a late-eleventh-century and
early-twelfth-century Islamic philosopher, attacked Avicenna regarding the eternity of the
world and the reduction of religious law to a
mere symbol of higher truths.
• Averroës, a twelfth-century Islamic thinker,
was thought of as holding two separate truths,
that of religion and that of philosophy.
• Sadr al-Dı̄n als Shı̄razı̄, a late-sixteenthand early-seventeenth-century thinker who was
inﬂuenced by the mystical tendencies in Neoplatonism, sought a return to the ﬁrst principle
of being.
• Kabir, a late-ﬁfteenth- and early-sixteenthcentury Indian poet, was considered one of the
great mystical poets in the tradition of Suﬁsm.
• Lao Tzu, founder of Taoism, held that the
Tao is ineffable and beyond our ability to alter.
He emphasized the importance of effortless
nonstriving.
• Sun Tzu, a sixth-century b.c. Taoist philosopher and general, applied Taoist philosophy to
military strategy.
• Chuang Tzu was the most important Taoist
after Lao Tzu and stressed the equality of opposites and the danger of usefulness.
• Confucius, founder of the most dominant
system of Chinese thought, emphasized the
perfectibility of people as well as their ability
to affect things for the better.
• Mencius was a Confucian thinker second in
importance to Confucius.
• Hsün Tzu was a Confucian philosopher who
set forth a blend of Confucianism and Taoism.
• Hui Neng, sixth patriarch of Chinese Zen,
emphasized the oneness of all things.
• Murasaki Shikibu, an inﬂuential Japanese
Mahayana Buddhist philosopher of the late
tenth and early eleventh centuries, held that
women were responsible moral agents who
were capable of enlightenment and could

inﬂuence their destinies, reach nirvana, and
achieve salvation.
• Dogen Kigen, a Japanese Zen monk, stressed
the importance of acquiring the perspective
of the universal Self, given the impermanence
of life.
• Miyamoto Musashi and Yamamoto Tsunetomo were samurai writers who helped
record and preserve samurai ideals of preparedness; indifference to pain, death, and material
possessions; wisdom; and courage.
• Basho was the greatest Japanese haiku writer.
Key Terms and Concepts
Hinduism
Vedas
Vishnu
Upanishads
brahman
atman
karma
reincarnation
nirvana
Buddhism
Four Noble Truths
Eightfold Path
Suﬁsm
Taoism
Tao/ Way
yin /yang
soft and supple
Confucianism
Analects
Mean

sage
rectiﬁcation
Zen Buddhism
Ch’an Buddhism
dhyana
Dharma
kami
animism
Rinzai Zen
satori
koan
zazen
Soto Zen
Tendai Buddhism
samurai
bushido
haiku
mushin
jen

QUESTIONS FOR
DISCUSSION AND REVIEW
1. Do you believe in reincarnation? Why, or
why not?
2. Do you agree with Confucius’s belief in the
goodness and perfectibility of humans? Give
reasons.
3. What is the Tao?
4. Compare and contrast the philosophies of
Confucius and Lao Tzu. Take sides, and
determine whose prescriptions are soundest
and why.
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5. Evaluate Mencius’s idea that difﬁculty and
suffering are opportunities to develop independence and peace of mind.
6. Do the subjects of the state adopt the ethical
standards of their leaders? Or is it the other
way around?
7. “Benevolence subdues its opposite just as
water subdues ﬁre.” Evaluate this claim.
8. Are Lao Tzu’s prescriptions for behavior realistic and practical? Explain.
9. Are power and riches chains, or are they the
keys to freedom and happiness?
10. What is the sound of one hand clapping? Is
this an intelligible question?
11. Comment on Hui Neng’s poem of enlightenment (see the box on page 521).
12. How did Mahayana Buddhism reinforce sexism and elitism?
13. Why would suicide help a woman achieve
salvation under Mahayana Buddhism?
14. How did Murasaki Shikibu’s philosophy challenge Buddhist doctrines of karma, enlightenment, and salvation?
15. How important is it to have a life goal?
16. Is it possible for a person completely to abandon selﬁsh desires?
17. How important is it to be self-reliant? Is total
self-reliance possible?
18. Should the complete person be both wise
and brave? If you wished to improve your
wisdom or free yourself from fear, what would
you do? How would you know if you had
succeeded?
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